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FOREWORD

The Education and Training Foundation (ETF) is the government backed, 
sector-owned national professional development body for the further 
education and training sector. Our role is to support the continuing 
transformation of our technical and vocational education system by 
developing has world-class leaders, teachers and trainers, leading to ever-
improving learner outcomes, a more highly skilled workforce for employers, 
and a stronger economy, country and society. 

Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment (OTLA) is one of the 
ETF’s flagship programmes, and includes training courses, collaborative 
projects and our regional Professional Exchanges. Our collaborative 
projects aim to improve teaching, learning and assessment by giving 
practitioners the time and space to explore solutions to the challenges 
they face.

This strand of OTLA took a unique approach by exploring how the digital 
capability of students could be harnessed to support staff in their use of 
technology for teaching, learning and assessment. We wanted to discover 
whether the knowledge and enthusiasm of students would bring new 
insight and new approaches to the use of technology in learning.

This toolkit has therefore been created through the collaborative research 
of practitioner colleagues working directly with their students. We hope 
you find the approach practical and valuable in your organisation.

“It can be difficult for an organisation to drive change through the 
traditional CPD/ PLD mode of delivery because the FE and Training 
sector practitioners have a dual specialism and are for the majority 
part-time.

Student-staff partnership programmes are the perfect 
opportunity not only to foster staff development but also build 
student engagement by giving them an active role to take more 
responsibility towards their personal studies and also support 
others, staff and peers alike. Everybody wins!”

Vikki Liogier 
Head of Learning Technologies, Education & Training Foundation

This strand of OTLA has been managed by 
the Strategic Development Network (SDN), 
who have also edited this toolkit 
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HOW TO USE

In the body of this toolkit you’ll find:

1 An overview of a model student-staff partnership process with   
 individual sections devoted to each of the phases that the    
 projects have been through:

  Preparation

  Recruitment

  Induction

  Partnership Action

  Sustainability 

 Each section has a detailed description, tools and resources,  
 and a summary of top tips for action.

 You will be able to adapt this approach to your own needs and   
 circumstances.

 Tools and resources that the projects developed have been included  
 in each section for you to adapt and use. Each resource has a   
 “Clickable Paperclip” to download. 

2 An introduction to each project, its context and partners to help   
 you consider it. 

3 Case studies of several individual student-staff partnerships from   
 each project. Links and downloads for case studies are available  
 in a  variety of formats (videos, blogs and documents).

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment (OTLA)  
and Student-Staff Partnerships  

The two overall aims of the OTLA programme are to:

 Improve the quality of teaching, learning and assessment in the  
 FE and training sector

 Support increased professionalism for practitioners in the sector.

The objectives of this pilot programme were to ask, through four 
practitioner-led collaborative projects:

1 Can training organisations leverage students’ digital capability  
 to support teachers and trainers in developing their understanding  
 and effective use of learning technologies?

2 What are the most effective and sustainable approaches?

3 What are the challenges and barriers?
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DIGITAL TEACHING PROFESSIONAL FRAMEWORK

In their research the projects adopted the Digital Teaching Professional 
Framework, a competency framework for practitioners across the FE 
sector. It was developed by the ETF in collaboration with Jisc and has 
been designed to focus on the benefits of good pedagogy supported by 
technology to enhance learning.

You can find full details here.

You can download a shortened version of the framework 
more suited for use by mainstream practitioners here.

A1 Planning and 
looking for 
information

A2 Designing and 
adapting activities

A3 Empowering 
learners through 
technology

A4 Communication/
collaboration 
between 
colleagues/
learners

A Planning your 
teaching B Approaches 

to teaching C Supporting 
learners to develop 
employability skills D Subject-specifi c 

and industry-
specifi c teaching E Assessment F Accessibility 

and inclusion G Self 
development

C1 Supporting digital 
capabilities 
to enhance 
employability skills

C2 Supporting study 
skills

C3 Communication 
and collaboration 
with and between 
learners

F1 Accessibility

F2 Equality and 
diversity

G1 Self-assessment 
and refl ection

G2 Progression and 
CPD - strategies 
to develop 
digital skills and 
pedagogy

G3 Well-being 
(practitioner and 
learner)

G4 Managing identity 
(practitioner and 
learner)

B1 Teaching and 
learning resources

B2 Teaching context: 
face-to-face

B3 Teaching context: 
blended learning

B4 Teaching context: 
fully online

E1 Assessment and 
feedback 

D1 Teaching (subject-
specifi c and 
industry-related)

D2 Raising 
learners’ digital 
employability and 
self-employability 
skills

DTPF

Digital Teaching Professional Framework
Taking learning to the next level

in collaboration 
with

Stage 2 – Adopting Stage 3 – LeadingStage 1 – Exploring

3 Stages

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/
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Double click to download
Download Digital Teaching Professional Framework
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PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS

OTLA is driven by the values and expectations set out in the Foundation’s 
Professional Standards for Teachers and Trainers; a drive towards Ofsted 
outstanding (and similar success with other metrics); a clear focus on 
proven methodologies; intelligent and purposeful use of learner data and 
the need to work collaboratively across organisational boundaries and 
across a variety of provider types, to source the most effective teaching, 
and share this with the sector.

The projects have drawn on the ETF’s Professional Standards which can 
be found here.

http://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/professional-standards
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THE PROJECTS

Each project was a partnership of various combinations of FE, ACL  
and work-based learning providers trying out a range of approaches  
in their different contexts.

There were over 200 students and staff members participating in 
partnerships across the four projects.

Staff involved in partnerships were teachers, lecturers and trainers, 
supported by learning technologists, advanced practitioners  
and managers.

with:  
City and Islington College 
Mid Kent College

with:  
Darlington Borough Council Learning and Skills 
South West Durham Training

with:  
Morley College 
WMC – The Camden College

with:  
Aspiration Training Ltd 
Blackburn College 
Solihull College and University Centre
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LIST OF TOOLS

Pg 10 PREPARATION Staff Role Specification

Pg 10 PREPARATION  Student Role Specification

Pg 12 RECRUITMENT Staff Role Specification

Pg 12 RECRUITMENT  Student Role Specification

Pg 12 RECRUITMENT  Student Partner Commitment Statement

Pg 12 RECRUITMENT  Example of recruitment call to action

Pg 15 INDUCTION Mentoring Record

Pg 15 INDUCTION Mentoring Presentation

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Induction Slides

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Staff Launch Workbook

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Student Launch Workbook

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Student Skills Assessment

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Induction Slides

Pg 15 INDUCTION  The Enhance Digital Teaching Platform

Pg 15 INDUCTION  Digital Teaching Professional Framework

Pg 17 PARTNERSHIP ACTION  Mentoring Record

Pg 17 PARTNERSHIP ACTION  Mentoring Presentation

Pg 17 PARTNERSHIP ACTION  Research log

Pg 17 PARTNERSHIP ACTION  Lesson Plan

LIST OF CASE STUDIES

Pg 20 Project overview 

 Specialist Provision at Basingstoke College of Technology 

 Art and Design at Basingstoke College of Technology  

 Forensic Science at City and Islington College   

 Health and Social Care at Midkent College 

Pg 21 Facebook

 Quizizz 

 Quizizz 

 Clickview

 WhatsApp 

 Kahoot 

 Snapchat 

 Instagram

Pg 22  City Lit

 City Lit

 Morley College

 WMC Camden College

Pg 23 Overall

 Heart of Worcestershire

 Aspiration Training

 Solihull College

 Blackburn College

https://www.smore.com/ywj79
https://www.smore.com/u1t48
https://www.smore.com/h7uwg
https://www.smore.com/wh25p
https://www.smore.com/gsr4w
https://www.smore.com/6r0dz
https://www.smore.com/jgq8v-quizziz-website
https://www.smore.com/2pzqk-review-on-quizizz
https://www.smore.com/xhvyc-clickview
https://www.smore.com/gcn1t-whatsapp-messenger
https://www.smore.com/tn72g-kahoot
https://www.smore.com/swcaq-snapchat
https://www.smore.com/8d45g-using-instagram
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The projects were asked to adopt a five stage model to pilot the student-staff partnership model.

PREPARATION

Investing the time and 
energy to design your 
model of student-staff 
partnership is the 
critical first step in the 
process of successful 
implementation.

RECRUITMENT

Developing and 
implementing a robust 
recruitment process is 
an important step in 
establishing successful 
partnerships which 
encourage longevity  
and impact.

INDUCTION

A well-planned and 
executed induction 
makes sure that the 
partnerships are clear  
on their focus, the 
expected outputs and 
the ongoing support 
available to them.

PARTNERSHIP 
ACTION

Student-staff 
partnerships require a 
collaborative, supportive 
and respectful 
relationship with a 
clear understanding of 
roles, responsibilities 
and key activities to be 
undertaken.

SUSTAINABILITY

How can student-staff 
partnerships become 
part of a longer-term 
strategy to develop 
staff and to create 
outstanding, teaching, 
learning and assessment, 
enhanced through 
the use of education 
technologies?

The five parts of this section of the toolkit explore the learning from each of those phases and 
offers tools and “top tips” for you to use as you develop the approach in your own organisation.
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PREPARATION

 Investing the time and energy to design   
 your model of student-staff partnership   
 is the critical first step in the process of   
 successful implementation.

The research identified the importance of student-staff partnerships being 
aligned with an organisational intent and strategy to improve use of digital 
technology to support teaching, learning and assessment.

As an isolated activity, without clear direction and senior leadership 
support, the investment in time and effort may not result in a significant 
impact. An important first step is to determine what you aim to achieve in 
terms of teaching and learning through a partnership model and how its 
success will be measured and evaluated.

Different partnership models have been tested by the providers involved, 
with examples shared in the Partnership in Action section. 

When designing your model consider:

 The leadership roles and who will drive the partnerships

 The support infrastructure you have available for the partnerships   
 from the outset. For example, the availability of an ILT manager or   
 coordinator

 The ways in which your model may need to be flexible to include   
 learners with additional support needs and/or those learners who are  
 not regularly on site

 The key steps from initiating through to evaluation of the partnerships 

 The areas of focus that partnerships will align with, for example,   
 elements of your quality improvement plan

 The technology solutions you would like the partnerships to select   
 and investigate

 A clear role description and person specification for the students   
 involved in the partnerships to support recruitment 

 The approach to recruitment, briefing and training to give the   
 partnerships the best chance of success

 The mentoring process which you intend partnerships to adopt

 Accreditation (internal / external) which can be achieved for both   
 students and staff 

 Supporting tools and documentation to facilitate partnership success

 The timeline and timescale which will give partnerships the optimum  
 chance of success, taking into account student intake dates, the   
 time needed to undertake robust recruitment and launch activities and  
 alignment with learning and assessment outcomes

 The effective use of the Digital Teaching Professional Framework  
 to identify progress and development of individual staff members   
 involved in the partnerships

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/
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As part of their preparation, Basingstoke College of Technology 
(BCOT) developed an illustration of the key steps in their approach, 
to provide a structure for all partnerships which they shared with 
stakeholders during the recruitment and induction stages:

TOP TIPS

 Make sure you have leadership support for a student-staff   
 partnership model 

 Set out how much flexibility you can give partnerships in their  
 choice of technology. Take careful account of existing IT policies,  
 strategy, systems and access

 If you have limited internal resources to support a partnership  
 model, consider bringing in other providers to provide support

 Give the partnership enough time to get established, to work  
 together, to reflect on their findings, and share their success

TOOLS

Staff Role Specification

Student Role Specification 






OLTA Project – Staff Specification

Hours: 30 hours remission

Benefits: Production and development of student led digital learning resources to impact curriculum.

Responsible to: Digital Learning Manager

The Position

A role which collaborates with the Digital Learning team to support the culture shift for embedding technology within student and staff practice incl. leaders, managers, business support. It will involve attending/chairing meetings within teams to formulate improvement plans to technology enhanced learning (TEL), blended learning and general ILT practice. 

Main Duties and Responsibilities

1. Develop and implement strategies to raise the quality of enhancing TEL and blended learning practice from a student perspective.

1. Manage a small team of student ILT Champions including: recruitment of learners, weekly meetings, overseeing development of resources.

1. Identify areas of TEL development for students, liaise and facilitate in producing a calendar of events, themes, support sessions.

1. Ensure consistency and standardisation of enhancing TEL and blended learning practices where appropriate.

1. Support the vision, key objectives and approach of the Digital Learning team.

1. To support the Digital Learning manager in collating data/information for reports.

image1.png



Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire Staff Role Specification






OLTA Project – Student Specification

Benefits: 

· Certificate of completion contributing to UCAS application.

· Real work experience in the production of digital artefacts.

· £50 voucher

· Opportunity to learn new IT skills linked to the production and development of digital learning resources and tools.

Responsible to: Digital Learning Manager

The Position

A role which collaborates with the Digital Learning team to support the culture shift for embedding technology within student and staff practice incl. leaders, managers, business support. It will involve attending/chairing meetings within teams to formulate improvement plans to technology enhanced learning (TEL), blended learning and general ILT practice. 

Main Duties and Responsibilities

1. Develop and implement tools to raise the quality of enhancing TEL and blended learning practice.

1. Identify areas of TEL development, liaise with teaching staff to develop digital learning resources and solutions.

1. Ensure consistency and standardisation of enhancing TEL and blended learning practices where appropriate.

1. Support the vision, key objectives and approach of the Digital Learning team.

image1.png



Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire College Student Role Specification
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RECRUITMENT

 Developing and implementing a robust   
 recruitment process is an important step   
 in establishing successful partnerships  
 which encourage longevity and impact.

In all projects, the staff members were recruited first, with providers 
deploying a range of tactics to engage them. These included using e-flyers, 
general briefings and meeting with staff members involved in previous 
digital initiatives to build awareness and motivation. The focus was to 
engage staff members who had an interest in developing their knowledge 
and skills and the openness to learn from students to  
support this.

Being able to clearly articulate the overall aims of the partnership, any 
suggested or required areas of focus and the processes underpinning  
the mentoring relationship are an important output from this stage. 

Having developed a clear role profile and person specification for student 
mentors during your preparation, you will be able to put in place a  
suitable recruitment process. In particular, consider their existing level 
of digital literacy, their interpersonal skills and their commitment to the 
partnership model. 

Aligned with your organisation’s teaching and learning strategy, consider 
the breadth of your partnership model:

 do you want to include a range of curriculum areas? 

 how might you engage learners in the workplace? 

 what type or level of programme will the model work best in? 

 which partnerships may require more support than others?

The most successful approach to recruitment during the projects was 
when staff members who were signed up to the partnership model shared 
the opportunity with their own learners to encourage their participation. 

It proved helpful to support this by providing a structured presentation 
to ensure consistency of message. You will find it useful if you have an 
existing digital leader network to ask for their support in both recruitment 
and supporting the learners once the partnerships are established.

The Digital Professional Standards also provided a helpful resource to 
allow educators reflect on their current level of knowledge and skills.
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INCENTIVES

The projects identified a range of incentives to support recruitment and 
sustainability of the partnerships. These ranged from communicating the 
benefits, to putting a reward programme in place. The table below captures 
some of the incentives used along with some additional recommendations 
from the projects. When putting this into practice, consider aligning 
incentives with where students are in their own journey; for example, those 
nearer to the job market may be more engaged by an opportunity to gain 
additional accreditation to add to their CV.

Incentive for Staff

Continuous professional  
development opportunity

Encourage innovative approaches  
to delivery of the curriculum

Encourage students to support 
one another in their programme 
of learning to aid retention and 
achievement

Opportunity to achieve  
accreditation/qualification 

National/local recognition for 
involvement

Opportunity to publish findings 
locally/nationally

Opportunity to develop  
evidence-based practice in  
the sector

Incentive for Students

Build self-confidence

Develop additional knowledge and 
skills over and above core curriculum

Build CV content to support job 
application

Building relationships with other 
students/staff

Contribute to the organisation and  
the course

Team build event for those involved

Opportunity to inform provider 
practice

Reward e.g. voucher for completion  
of partnership

Opportunity to achieve accreditation/
qualification

National/ local recognition of 
involvement

TOP TIPS

 Identify opportunities for partnerships which promote inclusivity.  
 For example, explore ILT accessibility for students with additional  
 support needs to engage a broad range of learners and staff

 Explore the potential for your partnership model to be underpinned  
 by qualifications, for example digital learning at work for staff  
 members and mentoring accreditation for students

 Take the time to plan the timing of the recruitment process to  
 coincide with your preferred start dates for the partnership

 The biggest gains could be with students who are reluctant at  
 the outset but become more engaged and motivated as the project  
 progresses if supported correctly. Emphasise the support which  
 will be provided to encourage a more diverse group to engage

TOOLS

Staff Role Specification

Student Role Specification 

Student Partner Commitment Statement

Example of recruitment call to action






OLTA Project – Staff Specification

Hours: 30 hours remission

Benefits: Production and development of student led digital learning resources to impact curriculum.

Responsible to: Digital Learning Manager

The Position

A role which collaborates with the Digital Learning team to support the culture shift for embedding technology within student and staff practice incl. leaders, managers, business support. It will involve attending/chairing meetings within teams to formulate improvement plans to technology enhanced learning (TEL), blended learning and general ILT practice. 

Main Duties and Responsibilities

1. Develop and implement strategies to raise the quality of enhancing TEL and blended learning practice from a student perspective.

1. Manage a small team of student ILT Champions including: recruitment of learners, weekly meetings, overseeing development of resources.

1. Identify areas of TEL development for students, liaise and facilitate in producing a calendar of events, themes, support sessions.

1. Ensure consistency and standardisation of enhancing TEL and blended learning practices where appropriate.

1. Support the vision, key objectives and approach of the Digital Learning team.

1. To support the Digital Learning manager in collating data/information for reports.
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Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire College Staff Role Specification






OLTA Project – Student Specification

Benefits: 

· Certificate of completion contributing to UCAS application.

· Real work experience in the production of digital artefacts.

· £50 voucher

· Opportunity to learn new IT skills linked to the production and development of digital learning resources and tools.

Responsible to: Digital Learning Manager

The Position

A role which collaborates with the Digital Learning team to support the culture shift for embedding technology within student and staff practice incl. leaders, managers, business support. It will involve attending/chairing meetings within teams to formulate improvement plans to technology enhanced learning (TEL), blended learning and general ILT practice. 

Main Duties and Responsibilities

1. Develop and implement tools to raise the quality of enhancing TEL and blended learning practice.

1. Identify areas of TEL development, liaise with teaching staff to develop digital learning resources and solutions.

1. Ensure consistency and standardisation of enhancing TEL and blended learning practices where appropriate.

1. Support the vision, key objectives and approach of the Digital Learning team.
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Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire College Student Role Specification


	







		Project name 

		Developing Student-Staff Partnerships 

to enhance digital capabilities 



		Student name 

		



		Organisation

		



		Method of digital technology used 

		







Project overview 

Bishop Auckland College, Darlington Borough Council Learning and Skills and South West Durham Training have joined in partnership to run a digital project to give learners the opportunity to take control of their own learning.

Learners will work with their teacher, educating them on how a specific method of digital technology can be introduced and enhance their own learning experiences. Throughout the project, learners will use Flipgrid to record their project progress; the positives and the challenges. 



Student partner role descriptions

· Students will share their knowledge of the digital technology solution (or solutions) with their teacher partner. 

· Students will determine how best to share their knowledge with the teacher involved in the partnership.

· Students will evaluate to explore if the solution was making a difference to their own learning and that of their peers.






Students will devise their own informal CPD sessions for staff on various digital technologies, demonstrating the potential use of this technology for learning/assessment opportunities for other students. Staff will attend a range of student-led CPD sessions gaining the skills and confidence they require to then be able to experiment with one form of technology in their own practice.

Students who engage fully in the original harnessing of digital skills, will be able to use their involvement as evidence for UCAS / Higher Education / Apprenticeship / Employment applications and references will be provided for them by the project staff in the form of a supporting letter.





I agree to fully adhere to the expectations detailed above and if I do not contribute fully, I may not be eligible to receive/participate in my project group’s incentive activity.



Signed __________________________________



Date____________________________________
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Double click to download
Download Bishop Auckland College Student Partner Commitment Statement




Outstanding Teaching, 
Learning and Assessment 


Developing student-staff 
Partnerships to enhance Digital 
Capabilities







Background


The Education Training Foundation’s OTLA 
programmes draw together activity to 
support practitioners to improve and 
develop their practice. OTLA activity is 
driven by the values and expectations set 
out in the Foundation’s Professional 
Standards for Teachers and Trainers; a 
drive towards Ofsted outstanding (and 
similar success with other metrics); a clear 
focus on proven methodologies; intelligent 
and purposeful use of learner data and the 
need to work collaboratively/across 
organisational boundaries/across a variety 


of provider types, to source the most 
effective teaching, and share this with the 
sector. 


The two key aims of the OTLA programme 
are to: 


• Improve the quality of teaching, 
learning and assessment in the FE and 
training sector 


• Support increased professionalism for 
practitioners in the sector.
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What we are trying to achieve


The objectives of this work are to identify, 
explore, develop and disseminate, through 
four practitioner-led collaborative projects, 
effective approaches to developing 
student-staff partnerships to enhance staff 
members’ digital capabilities. 


We want to explore how students' digital 
capability could support teachers and 
trainers in developing their understanding 
and effective use of learning technologies. 
These collaborative projects will allow 


providers to explore what works and how 
best to build staff skill and confidence in 
the development of student-staff 
partnerships and in the use of technology 
to support and enhance learning. 


The intention is to deliver a short pilot with 
a fieldwork phase from January to March 
2019 with a view to, subject to evaluation 
and funding, rolling out a wider 
programme in the following two years.
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The Project


• Basingstoke College of Technology


• City & Islington College


• MidKent College


The named colleges have submitted a bid 
to the Education Training Foundation for a 
partner project, titled: 


The project will consist of developing 
student-staff innovation groups (digital 
leaders), where groups will meet, explore 
and trial technology to enhance learning, 
before applying them to a live classroom 
setting. 


The primary aim will be to get holistic 
reviews of technology to enhance learning 
(focusing broadly on the type of tools and 
their application in addition to specific 
apps/technology) from the perspective of 
both the teachers and the students. 
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  “I’m pleased to confirm the 
College’s full support for this 
project, which fits closely with our 
strategic objective to be an 
outstanding college for the 
21st century learner.”


– Andy Forbes


“Developing student-staff 
Partnerships to enhance Digital 
Capabilities”







The recruitment of approximately 10 staff 
and students would take place in 
December 2018, with names being 
submitted, via the project leads in January 
2019. The colleges will ideally also work 
with 100 indirect participants throughout 
the project. 


The project will adopt the following 
timetable: 


• November 2019 -  Submit the Project 
Proposal 


• December 2019 - Recruitment of staff 
and students 


• January 2019 - Deploy the Pilot


• February 2019 - Reflective 
practitioner-led exploration of the 
research questions


• April 2019 - Review the pilot and 
evaluate outcomes


The three participating colleges will create 
a minimum of 5 teacher/group case 
studies highlighting student-staff CPD 
partnerships. 


The Case Studies will be aligned to an 
Area for Improvement (AfI) in the College 
Quality Improvement Plan (QIP): whilst also 
considering accessibility and inclusion.


The progress made through the project will 
be captured on Microsoft Flipgrid, 
highlighting activities and light bulb 
moments. 


The project outcomes will be presented in 
a Blog, highlighting implementation and 
impact to the wider education community. 
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Recruitment of 
Participants


Project Timeline


Project Outcomes


  “You have the full support of my 
team and I for this project which is 
crucial to the future development of 
our teaching, learning and 
assessment at the college. 


  I look forward to hearing about the 
impact on students and staff that 
this project has.”


– Simon Cook





Double click to download
Download Basingstoke College of Technology Example of Recruitment call to action
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INDUCTION

 A well-planned and executed induction   
 makes sure that the partnerships are clear  
 about the expected activity and outputs  
 and the ongoing support available to them.

Without exception, all the projects recognised the importance of a robust 
induction, with the recommendation that more emphasis should be placed 
on this stage than they were able to achieve during the short pilot period.

The projects identified key activities which would take place during 
induction to inform the partnerships:

 Detailed briefing with all partnership participants to share the aims,   
 models, delivery approach and evaluation

 An initial digital skills assessment with staff and students

 Provide a structure and support for the partnerships to identify their  
 area of focus

 Provide any documentation which is required to underpin the   
 partnership model

 Where appropriate, provide a briefing to partnerships on available ILT  
 which they may wish to explore

 Introduce partnerships to the ETF digital professional standards and  
 bite-size modules Enhance Digital Teaching Platform

 Provide an opportunity for partnerships to work through any potential  
 barriers to success

 Explain the support infrastructure available for the partnerships

During induction, CityLit 
took participants 
through the roles and 
responsibilities of key 
stakeholders.

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
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BCOT used the induction briefing to provide a structure for the partnerships 
to investigate and choose the technology solution they would be exploring 
in more detail.

Heart of Worcestershire College gave clear parameters to the partnerships  
to ensure the areas of research were aligned with the ILT strategy.  
Bishop Auckland College gave the partnerships freedom to explore 

technology which the students use on a day to day basis. This resulted  
in many of them choosing social media platforms as their focus.

The projects were introduced to the Flipgrid video platform as a  
means of sharing their partnership development with internal and  
external stakeholders.
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TOP TIPS

 Use the induction period to explain the aims and objectives  
 of partnerships, and how they can enhance both teaching  
 and learning

 Share ideas and experiences of different types of technology to  
 open minds to what might be possible

 Invest the time and effort in explaining and developing the   
 mentoring relationship – not just the area of technology focus

 Baseline the staff and students existing skills using an initial  
 assessment approach to help you and the participants to  
 measure success

TOOLS

Mentoring Record 

Mentoring Presentation

Induction Slides

Staff Launch Workbook

Student Launch Workbook

Student Skills Assesment

Induction slides

The Enhance Digital Teaching Platform

Digital Teaching Professional Framework

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJ62rX8ytlth-ZwYZj4UeDnb2s0h40b-njl-QQLs7GoqZtfQ/formResponse
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJ62rX8ytlth-ZwYZj4UeDnb2s0h40b-njl-QQLs7GoqZtfQ/formResponse
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/








Mentoring Record and Journal






At this stage you will be working together to set out how the mentoring process is going to work.  By the end of your first meeting you should aim to have:



· Introduced yourself 

· Set some ground rules

· Decided the practical details (e.g. when you will meet, how often, where and for how long)

· Agreed the outcome or outcomes that you intend to achieve through the mentoring process  



The next few pages of this book will support you in completing this stage of the process and in reflecting on it afterwards.  

Stage 1 - Contract






Our Ground Rules









Mentee



Name:

Things that you might need to know about me:















Mentor



Name:

Things that you might need to know about me:

















Stage 1 - Contract






Desired Outcomes

















Practicalities (How often to meet, when etc) 

















Stage 1 – Contract (Reflection)













Reflect upon your experience of the contract stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?






Stage 2 – Listen 












Remember the aspects of active listening you learned in your induction session:

















Avoid Distraction



Pay attention



Use positive body language



Pay attention to non-verbal cues





























Don’t plan ahead



Don’t interrupt



Ask questions



Summarise key points

























Stage 2 – Listen 















Notes:












Stage 3 – Explore 











		Area of Practice 



(This could be an aspect of teaching and learning – such as assessment or a part of the curriculum) 

		Current 

Practice



(What does the teacher currently do?)

		Reason for Change



(What is prompting the change in practice?)

		Idea(s)



What ideas do you (and the teacher) have for tools or technologies that can help?



		Anticipated Benefits



For each idea consider the benefits of adoption

		Potential Challenges



For each idea consider the potential barriers 

		Way Forward



Should the idea be adopted?  



If so, how will barriers be overcome?



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Stage 3 – Explore (Reflection) 











Reflect upon your experience of the exploration stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?








Stage 4 - Action 













		Action to be undertaken

		By Whom

		By When

		Comments



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		










Stage 4 - Action (Reflection)













Reflect upon your experience of the exploration stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?





Stage 5 - Review









What went well?

What challenges were there?

What lessons were learned?

What are the potential next steps?





Journal Entry

















Journal Entry






Journal Entry






Journal Entry





Journal Entry
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Mentoring – Getting Started







Session Outcomes


By the end of this session you should be able to:


1) Explain what mentoring is
2) Identify the stages of the CLEAR process for coaching and 


mentoring
3) Explain what needs to happen at each stage in the process
4) Discuss the benefits of mentoring to both the mentor and mentee







Mentoring – Getting Started







Task


Work in pairs to complete 
the following tasks:


• Define the term 
‘mentoring’


• Identify real life examples 
of mentoring


“Mentoring is a system of semi-structured 
guidance whereby one person shares 


their knowledge, skills and experience to 
assist others to progress in their own lives 


and careers”.


University of Cambridge


How does this compare to your 
definition?


How does this definition fit with the 
examples you came up with?


What is Mentoring?







The Skills and Qualities of a Mentor


What skills and qualities do you think you will need to be an 
effective mentor?







The Mentoring Process


C


L


E


A


R


Contract Listen Explore


Action Review







Contract


What do you think needs to happen at 
this stage of the process?


Introductions Set ground rules


Agree practical details Agree intended outcomes







Listen


Are you a good listener?


Task 


You will be assigned a letter (A or B) and given a task sheet according to 
your letter. 


You have 3 minutes to read the task sheet.  You will then be paired up 
with another person and you will have 5 minutes to complete the task.


Feedback 


A


How much did you remember of what was 
said by your partner?


How much did you notice about how it was 
said?


B


How did you feel throughout the exercise?







Listen


Listening Facts







Listen


What makes a good listener?







Listen


Becoming an Active Listener


Body language


Ask questions


Pay attentionAvoid distraction


Don’t interrupt


Non-verbal cues


SummariseDon’t plan ahead







Explore


Some Ideas


1) What happens at the moment?
2) Why things are done the way they are?
3) What are the positives in the way that things are done now?
4) What are the negatives in the way that things are done now?
5) What options are there for change or development?
6) What barriers are there and how can they be overcome?
7) What actions are going to be taken?
8) What outcomes is the mentee hoping to get from these actions?







Action







Review


What went well?


What challenges were there?


What lessons were learned?


What are the potential next steps?







Mentoring – Getting Started







The Benefits of Mentoring


Benefits to the Mentor (you) Benefits to the Mentee (your 
teacher)







Session Outcomes


You should now be able to:


1) Explain what mentoring is
2) Identify the stages of the CLEAR process for coaching and 


mentoring
3) Explain what needs to happen at each stage in the process
4) Discuss the benefits of mentoring to both the mentor and mentee







Mentoring – Getting Started
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Developing Student/Staff Partnerships to enhance 
digital capabilities







Project aims:


Our approach to the project aims is to focus on empowering learners to 
take ownership of their own studies. The project seeks to provide 
opportunities for learners to lead their own research into the use of a 
digital technology, working with their teacher to consider its 
effectiveness, advantages it brought to their studies and how it could 
be used for the benefit of other students. This could be achieved by 
teachers sharing and disseminating findings to colleagues within, and 
outside of, their organisations.







Project aims:


We intend to give autonomy to staff and learners to choose the 
technology they think would be most beneficial for their partnership to 
explore. The organisations involved in this project have already seen 
some real successes using different technologies , however these have 
been teacher-led rather than student-led. 
This project will provide the opportunity for learners to take ownership 
and steer the use of the technology to meet their own needs.







Project model:
Students will devise their own CPD sessions for staff on various digital 
technologies, demonstrating the potential use of this technology for 
learning/assessment opportunities for other students. 
Staff will attend a range of these student-led CPD sessions gaining the 
skills and confidence they require to then be able to experiment with 
one form of technology in their own practice.







Project model:


Recruitment activities for learners will involve advertising an 
information and launch event, targeting students who are interested in 
being involved in a project to enhance their CV or UCAS application, as 
well as learners who enjoy using digital technologies within their own 
lives or within their learning. This will ensure that only learners who 
have an interest in the project topic become involved, to avoid wasted 
resource and ensure there is a low risk of the aims of the project not 
being achieved. Incentives for students will involve a range of rewards 
of the students’ choosing based on a partnership activity.







Learner incentives:


Incentives will be chosen on an individual partnership basis. These can 
be a group trip or vouchers.


The total amount will be allocated per partnership not per learner.







Surveys


a) Digital Professional Standards – self-review to establish research baselines 
(project practitioners) 
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/77J76YH


b) Self-assessment - practitioner-research role – level of confidence (project 
team members)
https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/97T37HY


c) Equality Monitoring Questionnaire – 20 minutes  (all direct participants)
When you click next to the first question, you’ll see there are options for OTLA 4 
Apprenticeships and Student partnerships at the bottom of the list. 
https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=148603378450



https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/77J76YH

https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/97T37HY

https://www.snapsurveys.com/wh/s.asp?k=148603378450
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STAFF: WELCOME
This booklet has been created to help you during this project. It includes information about the project, worksheets, timelines, terminology, checklists and 
other useful pieces of information (make sure to explore the links!) ! If you get stuck at any time, please contact your college lead. 







So, what can we do? 
♦ Create an education system which is student and future focused.


♦ Teach creativity, problem-solving, critical thinking, and collaboration with a 
focus on social and emotional development. 


♦ Many teachers want to use technology more effectively in their teaching, but lack the 
confidence or expertise needed to do this. And that’s where you come in!


This collaborative, practitioner-led research project aims to explore how staff-student 
partnerships can be harnessed to enhance staff members' digital capabilities. By 
combining the unique perspective of your digital-age learners with your pedagogical 
and industry expertise as teachers, you will explore and collaborate to create tech-rich 
learning activities. All whilst contributing to a national framework and toolkit which will 
shape the education sector for years to come. 


WHAT IS THE PROJECT AND ITS IMPACT?
In recent years our UK education system has gone through significant change. There’s still some way to go if we are to provide a world-
class education which prepares young people for industry. Classrooms have outdated, broken or limited technology, and teachers are 
stuck preparing students for jobs that are facing extinction.


Within 20 years 
90% of all jobs
will require some 


element of 
digital skills


We are in a time of great change.
Digital technology is reshaping how today’s society thinks, works, learns, and develops


Young people are considered 
‘digital natives’; always up to 


date on the latest trends, apps, 
and software, but do they 
know how to land a job?


You can see from the Edtech 
Compass, many edtech tools can 


be used to encourage and 
advance key skills and attributes.


EdTech  is one of 
the fastest growing 
sectors in the UK, 
accounting for 4% 


of all digital 
companies



https://www.capgemini.com/gb-en/news/inadequate-digital-skills-putting-young-people-at-risk-of-missing-dream-job/

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nIBRv7t_F0fl0Tu9PbbMwbKoK96a3ljm-q2BQYK2-Og/edit?usp=sharing





YOUR COMMITMENTS
Expectations, rewards & timeline.







3 STEP MISSION:


You are going to use your expertise to create a brief that fully 
outlines your expectations/ requirements, and present this to 
your student champions. 


You will listen to the suggested tools and create an activity based 
around this tool. You should utilise the knowledge of your 
student champions and aim to feel confident using the tool.


After the session, you should get your class to complete this 
review. Meanwhile, you and your student champions should 
complete this review and upload a vlog of what went well or 
needs to be improved.


WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?
This project is working in collaboration with City and Islington College and Midkent College. This model is going to be replicated in all 3 
locations and will run from January to April 2019. The end goal is that this project will be rolled out nationwide in the following 2 years -
subject to funds and evaluation. 


1
2
3


REMEMBER: 
Upload your live videos to Flipgrid! 


REMEMBER: 


Take notes, pictures and videos documenting 
‘lightbulb moments’ for your Research Log.



https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1cb1N1byxKQQ9D2Udm7ajVnofF8T-Arpx8j6poHq13_M/edit

https://goo.gl/forms/B4Y50pStT2zDTKbD2

https://flipgrid.com/





REWARDS:


EXPECTATIONS & REWARDS:
You will document your findings as well as complete questionnaires and worksheets that are given to you (found on Google Drive).


During this project you will:
Attend a Project Launch session - (TBC) 1 hour


☐ Pitched your idea/ requirements to the students - 15 mins


☐ Listened to your students edtech suggestions - 30 min
☐ Picked and learnt at least 1 tool to incorporate into an activity - 1 hour


☐ Run activity with chosen tool (end with class review) - (by March 8th) 30 mins+
☐ Document the process and your findings via Flipgrid/ notes


☐ Attended the ‘Further Reach’ session - ( by 22nd March) 1 - 2 hours
☐ Attend project debrief - 1 hour


☐ Completed all questionnaires/ worksheets - (by April 5th) 30 mins
☐ Liaise with college leads and students effectively.


Total time commitment: up to 7 hours 


Including: digital capabilities, improvement of a 
specified area of focus; sharing and collaborating 
with peers across the sector; celebration and 
showcase of your teaching practices, career 
development in the field of practitioner-led research.


The participation of this study will provide you with 
the accreditation to advance into further teaching 
and technical roles within both the education and 
technology sectors. 


You will be nationally recognised by the OTLA for 
your commitment to this study. Your pedagogical 
expertise, experience and methodologies will 
directly contribute to future changes within the 
education sector. 


If you find that you are having to use your personal time to complete 
this project, let your college lead know via email. You may be 


reimbursed (at your colleges sessional rate) for up to 7 hours at the end 
of the project. 



https://goo.gl/forms/0RjoF1LAGhZ8ZtFF2





TIMELINE:
These dates are important and you should aim to keep to schedule - this is your responsibility. 
If you are struggling to manage your time, please talk to your college leads; we are here to support you. 


JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL


Meet with Teacher


Research Tool


Attend Project Launch


Present tool options


H
AL


F 
TE


R
M


H
AL


F 
TE


R
M


Make sure teacher 
feels confident


Review Activity


Attend activity


Review Session


Attend ‘Further Reach’ 
session


Final thoughts and 
debrief


Feedback results


Upload to flipgrid


Deadline


Planning (15th Feb) Activity (08th Mar) Further Reach (22nd Mar) Project End







PLANNING
What you need to do.







WHAT SKILLS ARE YOU TRYING TO PROMOTE?
There have been several studies done that outline the key skills that all learners need, in order to be employable in the 21st century. 
Look at the list below to see if you can include any.


The skills you might try to teach:


Personal Skills Management Skills Social Skills Digital Skills


● Problem Solving
● Critical Thinking
● Creativity
● Emotional Intelligence
● Cognitive flexibility
● Time management
● Self reflection and 


development
● Self awareness
● Growth orientated
● Initiative
● Self motivated
● Lifelong learning


● People management
● Coordinating
● Negotiation
● Organisation
● Judgement and decision 


making
● Planning & Delegation
● Peer-to-peer reflection
● Evaluating and refining
● Invoicing, payroll, tax and 


administration
● Following and modeling 


policy and procedure 


● Empathy
● Objectivity
● Interpreting information
● Participation
● Collaborating
● Team Work
● Receiving and responding 


to information
● Interacting with others
● Sharing information


● Creating digital artefacts
● Contributing to online communities
● Researching & accessing accurate 


info
● Storing/ sharing info
● Cybersafety and online wellbeing 
● Data and information literacy
● ICT proficiency
● Use of software 
● Digital ownership
● Online reputation and Identity
● Digital rights, licensing and 


ownership







INITIAL BRAINSTORM:
Answer the following questions to get the creative juices flowing. Then go to the next slide and complete the 5 min lesson plan.


Considerations: Answer:


REMINDER: 
What's the goal? 


(What did you want?)


What kind of tool are you 
looking for?


(Evidence collecting, testing tool, need 
to create something...)


What skills do you want to 
teach?


(e.g. communication, collaboration, 
creativity…)


What could cause 
setback/problems?


(e.g. time, attendance, skill sets, set-
up, wifi…)







Planned Activity
How are you going to do it? What resources are you using?


ICT and Digital Skills
What kind of tool are you looking for? What are the main things it needs to be able to do?


Tick all/ any that apply:


Video
Apps


Animation
Website


Audio
Photography
Social Media


3D Modelling
Virtual Reality


Artificial Intelligence
Augmented Reality
Machine Learning


Inclusive and Holistic Practices:


Differentiation
Are you accommodating the 
needs of all learners? How are 
you going to stretch/ challenge?


Assessment
How do you know you’ve done 
it? Formative/ summative? 
What criteria does it meet?


PDBW
Employability, independence, 
resilience, health, Equality & 
Diversity, British Values


English & Maths
How are you embedding maths 
and english skills?


Targets
What targets are being set? Are 
they stretching and 
challenging?


5 
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Big Picture 
How does the activity fit into the course, unit or topic?


Objectives
What are you going to do? What will the students have learnt by 


the end of the lesson? 
Key points


What are the main points you want learners to remember?







CONSIDERATIONS:
You are skilled and experienced practitioners and know the planning process inside out. 
Below are just a few points to consider. Look here for an example.


Student Champions: You:


Tailoring your brief to the needs of your 
student champions e.g. Using appropriate 
language and terminology


Using your teaching skills to guide 
students during their research/ planning 
stages 


Enforcing deadlines


Helping students be critical when 
assessing the tools


Consider how you can utilize the student 
champions during the activity/ session


Utilise the student champions - they are 
the experts on the technology. Ask them to 
explain and demonstrate the tools.


Will all students be able to access the 
chosen tool?
Can the chosen tool be used by any 
curriculum area?
Does it work effectively on the college IT 
systems?
What is your contingency plan?
Are their likely to be any issue during the 
session e.g. engagement, behavioral, 
attendance, accessibility etc?
Set up and completion time for first time 
users
Your general time management - can you 
commit the 7 hours required within the 
time frames?


If you find that you are having to use your 
personal time to complete this project, let your 


college lead know via email. You may be 
reimbursed (at your colleges sessional rate) for 


up to 7 hours at the end of the project. 


REMEMBER: 
Upload your live videos to 
Flipgrid! Take plenty of 
notes, pictures and videos 
for your Research Log. 



https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZoxWiEdFPyHAB2Ic0cGm4JjxTLZeV4JpJ2yVuuoUlNo/edit?usp=sharing

https://flipgrid.com/





CHECKLIST
Have you completed everything?







TO BE COMPLETED BY 22ND MARCH
Take a look at the list below. Have you completed everything asked of you?


HAVE YOU...
Signed your contract?
Completed the ‘Initial Digital Professional Standards Questionnaire’?
Complete the ‘Initial Practitioner Led Research Questionnaire’?
Completed the ‘5 Min Lesson Plan’?
Completed the Class’ review of the session?
Your review of the activity and session?
Completed the ‘Final Digital Professional Standards Questionnaire’?
Complete the ‘Final Practitioner Led Research Questionnaire’?
Uploaded 3 videos as a group to Flipgrid?
Completed the Research Log?
Completed this ‘Workbook’?



https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1wQY1p-viv4eXNtRXN6ckVHbUhwdnhLSXBJYVRaWWNxTGlr/view?usp=sharing

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/97T37HY&sa=D&ust=1548840527827000&usg=AFQjCNFp5FlSi7cBeOU2WUgLkN8LPDK8fQ

https://goo.gl/forms/0RjoF1LAGhZ8ZtFF2

https://goo.gl/forms/2jWkfFXiJbBRJXxA2

https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B1wQY1p-viv4eXNtRXN6ckVHbUhwdnhLSXBJYVRaWWNxTGlr/view?usp=sharing

https://www.google.com/url?q=https://www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/97T37HY&sa=D&ust=1548840527827000&usg=AFQjCNFp5FlSi7cBeOU2WUgLkN8LPDK8fQ

https://flipgrid.com/

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d2CRRMZN_7pb_NJgfbpIOKjG1E48NwxrTexK9i_YsJY/edit?usp=sharing





uj5xl5e


STEP 1:
Go to: https://flipgrid.com/


STEP 2:
Enter Flip Code: uj5xl5e 


STEP 3:
Enter password: StudentStaff


STEP 4:
Start uploading!



https://flipgrid.com/





CONTACT INFO


It is important that you use the support network around you during this process. One of the main 
aims of this project is to increase confidence with digital tools - use your students digital know-how 


to your advantage! Furthermore, technologist are on hand during the whole process to offer 
extended support. 


It is essential that this project is lead by the pedagogy - you are the experts! 


If you have any general enquiries please communicate with your college lead or contact 
sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk (Project Lead) directly.


Basingstoke College of Technology City and Islington College Midkent College


Sky Caves - Project Lead
sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk


@skycaves19


Kerry Vandersteen
kerry.vandersteen@candi.ac.uk


@Candi_eLearning


Andrew Dowell
andy.dowell@midkent.ac.uk


@andrewdowell



mailto:sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk

mailto:sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk

https://twitter.com/SkyCaves19

mailto:kerry.vandersteen@candi.ac.uk

mailto:andy.dowell@midkent.ac.uk

https://twitter.com/andrewdowell



Double click to download
Download Basingstoke College of Technology Staff Launch Workbook




STUDENT: WELCOME
This booklet has been created to help you during this project. It includes information about the project, worksheets, timelines, terminology, checklists and 
other useful pieces of information (make sure to explore the links!) ! If you get stuck at any time, please contact your college lead. 
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So, what can we do? 
♦ Create an education system which is student and future focused.


♦ Teach creativity, problem-solving, critical thinking, and collaboration with a 
focus on social and emotional development. 


♦ Many teachers want to use technology more effectively in their teaching, but lack the 
confidence or expertise needed to do this. And that’s where you come in!


This project aims to create a model which can be used across the whole of the 
UK. We want to bring together your unique viewpoint (as a digital-age learner) 
with the expertise of teachers! You will explore and collaborate with staff to create 
activities, which help staff feel more comfortable using technology. Your 
contribution to this research will shape the education sector for years to come!


WHAT IS THE PROJECT AND ITS IMPACT?
In recent years our UK education system has gone through significant change. There’s still some way to go if we are to provide a world-
class education which prepares young people for industry. Classrooms have outdated, broken or limited technology, and teachers are 
stuck preparing students for jobs that are facing extinction.


Within 20 years 
90% of all jobs
will require some 


element of 
digital skills


We are in a time of great change.
Digital technology is reshaping how today’s society thinks, works, learns, and develops


Young people are considered 
‘digital natives’; always up to 


date on the latest trends, apps, 
and software, but do they 
know how to land a job?


You can see from the Edtech 
Compass, many edtech tools can 


be used to encourage and 
advance key skills and attributes.


EdTech  is one of 
the fastest growing 
sectors in the UK, 
accounting for 4% 


of all digital 
companies
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https://www.capgemini.com/gb-en/news/inadequate-digital-skills-putting-young-people-at-risk-of-missing-dream-job/

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nIBRv7t_F0fl0Tu9PbbMwbKoK96a3ljm-q2BQYK2-Og/edit?usp=sharing





YOUR COMMITMENTS
Expectations, rewards & timeline.
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3 STEP MISSION:
You are going to use your knowledge of the internet and 
the interests of your peers to find digital tools that will 
help your teacher plan an activity.


After working with your teacher to plan an activity, they will 
run it in a real lesson environment. Your teachers will be 
doing the heavy lifting, but it's important you support them 
where you can, which may include in the lesson.


After the session, (because your learning takes priority) 
you should make a few notes on how it went and upload a 
vlog of what went well or needs to be improved.


WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?
This project is running in 2 other colleges, from January to April 2019. 
As agreed you will need to commit up to 2 days (10 hours) worth of cumulative time to this project. 


1


2
3 REMEMBER: 


Upload your live videos to Flipgrid! 


REMEMBER: 


Take notes, pictures and videos documenting 
‘lightbulb moments’ for your Research Log.
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REWARDS:


EXPECTATIONS & REWARDS:
You will document your findings as well as complete questionnaires and worksheets that are given to you (found on Google Drive).


During this project you will:
Attend a Project Launch session  - 1 hour
Meet with your teacher to receive and understand the brief - 1 hour


☐ Meet with your group to research and analyse possible tools - 1 - 2 hours
☐ Present your chosen tool(s) to your teacher - 15 mins
☐ Discuss the tools chosen and train your teacher - 45 mins


☐ Attend the activity lesson - 30 mins - 1 hour
☐ Review the activity and EdTech tool you chose.
☐ Document this project via vlogs/blogs - 1 hour


☐ Attended the ‘Further Reach’ session - 1 - 2 hours
☐ Attend project debrief - 1 hour
☐ Use your skills to effectively communicate with your teams.


Total time commitment: up to 10 hours


You will be a recognised for helping to 
shape the future of teaching across the 
entire of the UK!


Gaining the skills needed to become 
employable in the sector. 
(You could go on to become a teacher, learning 
technologist, digital advisor, content creator etc).


Rewards and benefits including: £50 
Vouchers, dinners (can’t say no to free 
food!), WEX and enrichment hours...
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TIMELINE:
These dates are important and you should aim to keep to schedule - this is your responsibility. 
If you are struggling to manage your time, please talk to your teachers and college leads; we are here to support you. 


JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL


Meet with Teacher


Research Tool


Attend Project Launch


Present tool options


H
AL


F 
TE


R
M


H
AL


F 
TE


R
M


Make sure teacher 
feels confident


Review Activity


Attend activity


Review Session


Attend ‘Further Reach’ 
session


Final thoughts and 
debrief


Feedback results


Upload to flipgrid


Deadline


Planning (15th Feb) Activity (08th Mar) Further Reach (22nd Mar) Project End
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PLANNING
What you need to do.
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FINDING THE PERFECT TOOL!
For each tool you review, complete this questionnaire: https://goo.gl/forms/O8d8tYXRi1ZQddmB3


STEP 1


What makes a piece of EdTech good?


Hopefully you have a few ideas already, but use the list 
on the right to help you find the perfect tool. 


TASK:
1. Individually find at least 3 EdTech tools each.
2. Rate them, using this form.


3. Analyse the results as a group and choose 
your overall top 2 tools. 


4. Create and present your ideas to your 
teacher - make sure you explain why you 
think the tool would be suitable. 


5. Upload your thoughts and findings to Flipgrid. 


Interface & 
Design


Use & 
Set up


Functionality & 
Suitability


Navigation & 
Access


■ Is the tool easy to 
use and understand 
at a glance? 


■ Does it look 
trustworthy? 


■ Does it look visually 
engaging and 
interesting? 


■ Does it have video, 
audio and interactive 
elements?


■ Is it easy to navigate 
through? Is it fiddly 
or clunky?


■ Does it involve a lot 
of time to set up?


■ Can it be used 
instantly or does the 
teacher need to 
prepare something 
first?


■ Will the students find 
it easy to use?


■ Does it require a lot 
of time to learn?


■ Will the teacher feel 
confident using it?


■ Does it meet the 
aims set out by the 
teacher? 


■ Can it do everything 
the teacher needs? 
e.g. collecting evidence


■ Does it teach a 
range of skills?


■ Do you students will 
be interested in 
using it? 


■ Does it suit a range 
of needs and 
interests? 


■ How do you access 
the tool? Website? 
App? 


■ Can it be used on a 
range of devices? 


■ Does it need any 
equipment to work?  
e.g. iPads, 360 camera, VR 


■ Can it be used on 
your IT systems?


■ Is it accessible and 
suitable for different 
types of learners? 
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https://goo.gl/forms/O8d8tYXRi1ZQddmB3
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WHAT DO YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT?
Answer the following questions to get the creative juices flowing. Add them to your presentation to present to your teacher.


Considerations: Answer:


REMINDER: 
What's the goal? 


(What did your teacher want?)


Will the group interact with 
the tool?


(What do you think would stop them or 
encourage them?)


What skills is it teaching?
(e.g. communication, collaboration, 


creativity…)


What could cause 
setback/problems?


(e.g. time, attendance, skill sets, set-
up, wifi…)


STEP 2


STRETCH AND CHALLENGE:


Now that you’ve decided on the tool you’re 
going to use and have seen how it fits into 
the activity have one final think! Consider:


What your teacher is nervous about? 
How you can support your teacher?
Will the tool work if attendance is low?
Students may be using this tool for the 
first time. Is the tool simple enough to 
use in session?
Could the tool be used by other 
subjects - remember you will be 
demonstrating how to use it to a range 
of other subject areas. 
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Things your teacher will consider:


Criteria & 
specifications


Teachers follow course guidelines that have been created by governing 
bodies. These documents act as a checklist (units/learning outcomes) of 
information that all students need to have learnt in order to pass the course.


Grades & 
checks


Teachers use a mixture of formal and informal checks (such as assignments 
and tests) to identify whether students are meeting the criteria/making 
progress.


Evidence
Evidence is something a student creates - to show what they’ve learned -
and that can be marked by a teacher.  This could be a written assignment, a 
video of the student doing something and more. Evidence is used to prove 
that the student has met the criteria to pass their course.


Special 
Educational 


Needs


'Special educational needs' is a legal definition and refers to students with 
needs or disabilities that make it harder for them to learn. They may have 
problems academically, behaviorally or with communication.


Equality & 
Diversity


Think about the different types of students in your class and college. No two 
students have the same circumstances, background or experiences. 
Teachers are careful to consider this so that everybody has an equal 
opportunity to learn and feel included. 


Differentiation 
Differentiation refers to techniques and adaptations that teachers use to 
teach a diverse group of students in one classroom. Differentiation is 
important to ensure everybody has the right amount of support and 
opportunity to learn regardless of their ability or needs.


ADVANCED: What are your teachers thinking about?
To work effectively alongside your teacher, it’s useful to know a bit about the things they consider when planning lessons! Take a look at this example
brief to see what questions they might ask you!


STEP 3


The skills your teacher might try to teach:


Personal Skills Management Skills Social Skills Digital Skills


● Problem Solving
● Critical Thinking
● Creativity
● Emotional 


Intelligence
● Cognitive flexibility
● Time management
● Self reflection and 


development
● Self awareness
● Growth orientated
● Initiative
● Self motivated
● Lifelong learning


● People management
● Coordinating
● Negotiation
● Organisation
● Judgement and 


decision making
● Planning & 


Delegation
● Peer-to-peer 


reflection
● Evaluating and 


refining
● Invoicing, payroll, 


tax and 
administration


● Following and 
modeling policy and 
procedure 


● Empathy
● Objectivity
● Interpreting 


information
● Participation
● Collaborating
● Team Work
● Receiving and 


responding to 
information


● Interacting with 
others


● Sharing information


● Creating digital 
artefacts


● Contributing to 
online communities


● Researching & 
accessing accurate 
info


● Storing/ sharing info
● Cybersafety and 


online wellbeing 
● Data and 


information literacy
● ICT proficiency
● Use of software 
● Digital ownership
● Online reputation 


and Identity
● Digital rights, 


licensing and 
ownership
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1ZoxWiEdFPyHAB2Ic0cGm4JjxTLZeV4JpJ2yVuuoUlNo/edit?usp=sharing





CHECKLIST
Have you completed everything?
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TO BE COMPLETED BY 22ND MARCH
Take a look at the list below. Have you completed everything asked of you?


HAVE YOU...
Signed your contract?


Completed the ‘Initial Student Engagement Questionnaire’?


Completed 3 EdTech Reviews?


Completed the presentation to your teacher?


Completed your review of the session?


Uploaded 3 videos as a group to Flipgrid?


Completed the Research Log?


Completed the ‘Final Student Engagement Questionnaire’?


Completed this ‘Workbook’?
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScm8Mw5i9uKNk5oNAMR6UHiTdB3eHa1wGtifP-rYgFdY7fBMA/viewform

https://goo.gl/forms/O8d8tYXRi1ZQddmB3

https://goo.gl/forms/2jWkfFXiJbBRJXxA2

https://flipgrid.com/

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1d2CRRMZN_7pb_NJgfbpIOKjG1E48NwxrTexK9i_YsJY/edit?usp=sharing

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScm8Mw5i9uKNk5oNAMR6UHiTdB3eHa1wGtifP-rYgFdY7fBMA/viewform
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STEP 1:
Go to: https://flipgrid.com/


STEP 2:
Enter Flip Code: uj5xl5e 


STEP 3:
Enter password: StudentStaff


STEP 4:
Start uploading! 13
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CONTACT INFO


It is important that you use the support network around you during this process. It is okay 
to ask for help or further explanation - there is a lot of technical language and new skills 


you’ll be encountering!


REMEMBER: Ask your teachers for support while researching and planning.
REMEMBER: To discuss your ideas with the technologists who are available at any time. 
REMEMBER: You can contact your college lead or the project lead at any time.
REMEMBER: You have been chosen for your skills and approach - you can do this!


Basingstoke College of Technology City and Islington College Midkent College


Sky Caves - Project Lead
sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk


@skycaves19


Kerry Vandersteen
kerry.vandersteen@candi.ac.uk


@Candi_eLearning


Andrew Dowell
andy.dowell@midkent.ac.uk


@andrewdowell


Who is your immediate contact?
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Double click to download
Download Basingstoke College of Technology Student Launch Workbook








A national research project to develop and examine models of student-staff partnerships
focussing on the use of educational technologies, with the aim of sharing outstanding practice 
that will produce positive impact for further education and training sector workforce 
development.


What is the project about?


What we are trying to achieve?


We want to explore how students' digital capability could support teachers and trainers in 
developing their understanding and effective use of learning technologies. These 
collaborative projects will allow providers to explore what works and how best to build staff 
skill and confidence in the development of student-staff partnerships and in the use of 
technology to support and enhance learning.


Research questions


1. Can training organisations leverage students' digital capability to support teachers and 
trainers in developing their understanding and effective use of learning technologies?


2. What are the most effective and sustainable approaches?
3. What are the challenges and barriers?







Who is involved...







London Institutes for Adult Learning (IAL)


Use of cloud-based technologies to support 
learning on Essential Skills & ESOL courses 







Learning Technologists (4)


Digital Learning practitioners. One 
from each participating college.


Programme Managers (4)


Essential Skills / ESOL Managers or 
coordinators. One from each 
participating college.


Teachers (10)


Teachers who have tried to use tools 
such as Google Classroom in their 
practice but have experienced 
barriers preventing effective use.


Student Digital Champions (10)


Students who have some experience 
using cloud-based technologies in 
their personal life or for learning.







Teacher


Work with student partner and Learning Technologists throughout course to 
explore effective ways that technology can be used in teaching. Utilising input 
from student partner to reflect on use of technology and overcome potential 
barriers to its use.


Project induction ( Digital Teaching Professional Framework ) 1 hour 31/01/19


Practitioner research question ( start, middle & end of project ) 2mins 31/01/19


Complete self-review ( start & end of project ) 20mins 31/01/19


Complete Equality Monitoring Questionnaire 20mins 31/01/19


Partnership start meeting 1 hour 31/01/19


Flipgrid video 1 20mins 31/01/19


Flipgrid video 2 20mins 28/02/19


Mini case study meeting 1 hour 22/03/19


Flipgrid video 3 20mins 29/03/19



https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/181101-RGB-Spreads-ETF-Digital-Teaching-Professional-Framework-Short.pdf





Student


Have input in how digital technologies are used on their course.
Provide support for other students in digital aspects of course.
Feedback to teachers information from class group on opinions, challenges, 
barriers around use of digital technologies.


Project induction (handout / guide) 30mins 31/01/19


Complete digital skills initial assessment 10mins 31/01/19


Complete Equality Monitoring Questionnaire 20mins 31/01/19


Project start meeting 1 hour 31/01/19


Flipgrid video 1 20mins 31/01/19


Flipgrid video 2 20mins 28/02/19


Mini case study meeting 1 hour 22/03/19


Flipgrid video 3 20mins 29/03/19







Learning Technologist


Create project information and training resources.
Provide support to Teacher & Student partners throughout course.


Create and distribute induction info 1 hour 31/01/19


Create and distribute initial assessments 1 hour 31/01/19


Practitioner research question (start, middle & end of project) 2mins 31/01/19


Complete Equality Monitoring Questionnaire 20mins 31/01/19


Project start meetings (each partnership) 2-3 hours 31/01/19


Provide ongoing support to student-teacher partnerships - -


Mini case study meeting 1 hour 22/03/19


Compile case studies / practical outputs 3 hours 29/03/19


Cascade and CPD (indirect participants) tbc 29/03/19







Programme Manager


Oversee project at each organisation, ensuring key deliverables are met.
Check that focus of each partnership meets departmental objectives.


Identify Teachers - 31/12/18


Initial project meeting with Learning Technologist 1 hour 31/12/18


Practitioner research question (start, middle & end of project) 2mins 31/01/19


Complete Equality Monitoring Questionnaire 20mins 31/01/19


Project start meeting 1 hour 31/01/19


Cascade and CPD (indirect participants) tbc 29/03/19


Organise payments / finance - Apr 19







Activity & Research...







Broad focus:


How cloud-based technologies can be used to support learning


Each student-teacher partnership will have a more specific focus 
guided by student expectations and course learning objectives:


E.g.
● How mobile phones can be used for communication and feedback...
● How online quizzes can be used for formative assessments and class 


activities...
● How specific technologies can be used to create online records of 


learning...







Teacher self-review LTs and PMs work with Teacher to identify possible areas to 
focus on in each partnership.


All students on course complete a Digital Skills / expectations initial assessment


Start of course







Project start meeting:
Learning Technologist, Teacher and Student Digital Champion meet to discuss 
focus of partnership and expectations for project.


Flipgrid video 1:
● Introductions - who you are – what course
● What are you trying to achieve in the partnership
● What’s next







e.g. Grammar in practice: intermediate (entry 3 - level 1)


Teacher Student
Digital Champion


Whole class


Throughout course:


Learning Technologist







Flipgrid video 2 & 3:
● Focus on progress and learning







Review & Evaluation







End of course:


Mini case studies (one for each partnership) - format tbc


Cascade and CPD







Glossary:


Cascade & CPD At the end of the project all participant organisations will aim to spread the outputs and findings 
from this research project to more people working and studying at the participant colleges and 
across the Adult Learning / Skills sector.


Cloud-based technologies Cloud-based is a term that refers to applications, services or resources made available to users on 
demand via the Internet from a cloud computing provider's servers.
https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/C/cloud_based.html (30.01.2019)


Digital capabilities Skills in using technology which equip someone to live, learn and work in a digital society.


Digital Champion A Digital Champion is someone involved in a project to support the process of digital inclusion -
assisting people with their digital skills and capabilities.


Educational / learning technologies Learning technology is the broad range of communication, information and related technologies 
that can be used to support learning, teaching, and assessment.
https://blog.jobs.ac.uk/education/teaching-learning/what-is-a-learning-technologist/ (30.01.2019)


Essential Skills & ESOL Essential Skills: English, maths and digital skills.
ESOL: English for Speakers of Other Languages


ETF Education and Training Foundation
Deliver professional learning and development for teachers, leaders and trainers. 
ETF are leading this student-staff partnerships to enhance digital capabilities pilot project 
together with SDN


Equality monitoring questionnaire A questionnaire from ETF to be completed at the start of the project by all participants. Equality 
monitoring forms are designed to ensure that organisations are inclusive and fair in recruiting staff.


Flipgrid A video discussion application.
Flipgrid will be used throughout this project for teachers and students to submit updates on their 
project.


Formative assessment Formative assessment refers to a wide variety of methods that teachers use to conduct in-process 
evaluations of student comprehension, learning needs, and academic progress.
https://www.edglossary.org/formative-assessment/ (30.01.19)



https://www.webopedia.com/TERM/C/cloud_based.html

https://blog.jobs.ac.uk/education/teaching-learning/what-is-a-learning-technologist/

https://www.edglossary.org/formative-assessment/





G Suite G Suite for Education is a suite of productivity tools that can be accessed online using a web 
browser on a desktop or laptop computer, or using apps on mobile devices:
https://edu.google.com/products/gsuite-for-education


Google Classroom Google Classroom is one of the G Suite for Education applications:
https://edu.google.com/products/classroom
A teacher creates an online class area that students can join and allows them to communicate and 
collaborate with classmates and teachers, access online resources and complete assignments.


IAL Institutes for Adult Learning
The colleges participating in this project are all Institutes for Adult Learning based in London. 
There are other IAL colleges not involved in the project.
More info: https://www.wea.org.uk/about-us/who-we-work/institutes-adult-learning (30.01.2019)


Indirect participants The main people involved in this project (Teachers, Student Digital Champions, Learning 
Technologists & Programme Managers) are ‘direct participants’. Indirect participants are people 
who will be involved in the project in some way, e.g. people attending a training session or event 
showcasing the project.


Initial assessment Initial assessments are often completed by students at the start of a course to give a starting point 
for learning.


Learning objectives Learning objectives are statements that define the expected goal of a curriculum, course, lesson or 
activity.
http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Learning_objective (30.01.19)


Learning Technologists Learning technology is the broad range of communication, information and related technologies 
that can be used to support learning, teaching, and assessment.
https://blog.jobs.ac.uk/education/teaching-learning/what-is-a-learning-technologist/ (30.01.2019)
In this project the term Learning Technologists refers to the main Digital Learning / e-learning 
practitioner from each college.


Microsoft Teams Microsoft Teams is a digital hub that brings conversations, content, and apps together in one 
place.
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/teams/default.aspx (30.01.19)


It is like Google Classroom in some ways as it is used at some colleges for teachers to setup an 
online course area for their students.



https://edu.google.com/products/gsuite-for-education

https://edu.google.com/products/classroom

https://www.wea.org.uk/about-us/who-we-work/institutes-adult-learning

http://edutechwiki.unige.ch/en/Learning_objective

https://blog.jobs.ac.uk/education/teaching-learning/what-is-a-learning-technologist/

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/education/products/teams/default.aspx





Mini case study At the end of the project (April 2019) ach student-teacher partnership will produce a brief case 
study describing their project.


Office 365 Online versions of Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, OneNote and other cloud-based 
applications.


OTLA Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment.
Activities and projects designed to improve teaching and learning.


Practitioner research question One question completed using an online form, asking your level of confidence in conducting 
collaborative practitioner inquiry.
This will be completed by all direct participants at the start-middle & end of the project.


Practical outputs Key resources and developments that will be created during this project and will be shared with 
the wider FE & Skills sector.


SDN Strategic Development Network
SDN is a team of leading experts in FE, HE and apprenticeships..
http://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/


SDN are leading this student-staff partnerships to enhance digital capabilities pilot project 
together with ETF


Teacher self-review The teacher self-review asks teachers to define three key areas of ETF’s Digital Teaching 
Professional Framework that they will focus on and hope to develop during this project.
More info: https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/181101-RGB-Spreads-
ETF-Digital-Teaching-Professional-Framework-Short.pdf



http://www.strategicdevelopmentnetwork.co.uk/

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/181101-RGB-Spreads-ETF-Digital-Teaching-Professional-Framework-Short.pdf
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Download City Lit Induction Slides
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The ‘Student-Staff Partnership’ Model
PARTNERSHIP ACTION

Introduction

The ‘Student-Staff  
Partnership’ Model

Preparation

Recruitment

Induction

Partnership Action

Sustainability

The Projects

01 Basingstoke College  
 of Technology

02  Bishop Auckland   
 College

03  City Lit

04  Heart of  
 Worcestershire  
 College 

PARTNERSHIP ACTION

 Student-staff partnerships require a   
 collaborative, supportive and respectful   
 relationship to be formed from the outset,   

 with a clear understanding of roles,   
 responsibilities and key activities to be   
 undertaken. 

Providers tested a range of partnership models including one to one 
student to staff, student pairs to staff and full class to staff. 

Each of these have their benefits, however, there was strong evidence to 
suggest that multiple students working together led to greater motivation, 
sharing ideas and arriving at different solutions to problems.

“The atmosphere the teacher created enabled students to 
communicate openly and honestly with their teacher about what 
they felt would help them to learn and succeed, knowing that 
she would be willing to listen and discuss options.” 

BASINGSTOKE COLLEGE

Developing these partnerships is likely to be a significant shift in the 
dynamics of the normal student-staff relationship. 

It’s crucial that all parties are approaching the partnership in an open 
and willing manner with a keenness to develop themselves whilst 
seeking to improve the learning experience for learners. Teaching staff 
are used to being the “experts” in the classroom when it comes to their 
particular specialist subject. For them to become the novice is quite a 
position-change, and one which some staff may find difficult to transfer 
into. However, the benefits of embracing the student’s digital expertise 
and knowledge, can prove to be very effective and enables the teaching 
practitioner to successfully learn from them. Students need to be 
encouraged and supported to feel confident in supporting / mentoring their 
teacher in a meaningful way.

It is often easier where there is already an established relationship. 
However, where the teacher actively engages with the student and  
draws on their expertise, student confidence increases and the  
partnership will flourish.

To ensure successful partnerships in action, it is essential that both the 
recruitment and the induction phases, each described in earlier sections, 
set clear roles and expectations and equip both students and staff with 
the necessary skills and behaviours to engage. You may wish to consider 
implementing a framework for students and staff members to follow 
during this phase to provide some structure to ongoing discussions, 
activity and evaluation.  

In all projects students had access to a wider support network including 
ILT specialist staff. This could be further extended to support being 
available from more experienced student mentors and digital champions. 

It is suggested that most partnerships would need to meet for at least one 
hour per week. The complexities of timetabling and availability of students 
and teachers should not be underestimated. 
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TOP TIPS

 Build consistent expectations of the partnerships from the outset

 Develop a framework and structure for partnerships to adopt

 Set-up a wider network of support for students to engage with

 Consider the time needed to develop the collaborative relationship  
 and undertake the necessary activities

TOOLS

Mentoring Record 

Mentoring Presentation

Research log

Lesson Plan









Mentoring Record and Journal






At this stage you will be working together to set out how the mentoring process is going to work.  By the end of your first meeting you should aim to have:



· Introduced yourself 

· Set some ground rules

· Decided the practical details (e.g. when you will meet, how often, where and for how long)

· Agreed the outcome or outcomes that you intend to achieve through the mentoring process  



The next few pages of this book will support you in completing this stage of the process and in reflecting on it afterwards.  

Stage 1 - Contract






Our Ground Rules









Mentee



Name:

Things that you might need to know about me:















Mentor



Name:

Things that you might need to know about me:

















Stage 1 - Contract






Desired Outcomes

















Practicalities (How often to meet, when etc) 

















Stage 1 – Contract (Reflection)













Reflect upon your experience of the contract stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?






Stage 2 – Listen 












Remember the aspects of active listening you learned in your induction session:

















Avoid Distraction



Pay attention



Use positive body language



Pay attention to non-verbal cues





























Don’t plan ahead



Don’t interrupt



Ask questions



Summarise key points

























Stage 2 – Listen 















Notes:












Stage 3 – Explore 











		Area of Practice 



(This could be an aspect of teaching and learning – such as assessment or a part of the curriculum) 

		Current 

Practice



(What does the teacher currently do?)

		Reason for Change



(What is prompting the change in practice?)

		Idea(s)



What ideas do you (and the teacher) have for tools or technologies that can help?



		Anticipated Benefits



For each idea consider the benefits of adoption

		Potential Challenges



For each idea consider the potential barriers 

		Way Forward



Should the idea be adopted?  



If so, how will barriers be overcome?



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		

		

		







Stage 3 – Explore (Reflection) 











Reflect upon your experience of the exploration stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?








Stage 4 - Action 













		Action to be undertaken

		By Whom

		By When

		Comments



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		










Stage 4 - Action (Reflection)













Reflect upon your experience of the exploration stage:

· What went well?

· What have you learned from the process?

· What would you do differently if you were to do it again?





Stage 5 - Review









What went well?

What challenges were there?

What lessons were learned?

What are the potential next steps?





Journal Entry

















Journal Entry






Journal Entry






Journal Entry





Journal Entry
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Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire College Mentoring Record




Mentoring – Getting Started







Session Outcomes


By the end of this session you should be able to:


1) Explain what mentoring is
2) Identify the stages of the CLEAR process for coaching and 


mentoring
3) Explain what needs to happen at each stage in the process
4) Discuss the benefits of mentoring to both the mentor and mentee







Mentoring – Getting Started







Task


Work in pairs to complete 
the following tasks:


• Define the term 
‘mentoring’


• Identify real life examples 
of mentoring


“Mentoring is a system of semi-structured 
guidance whereby one person shares 


their knowledge, skills and experience to 
assist others to progress in their own lives 


and careers”.


University of Cambridge


How does this compare to your 
definition?


How does this definition fit with the 
examples you came up with?


What is Mentoring?







The Skills and Qualities of a Mentor


What skills and qualities do you think you will need to be an 
effective mentor?







The Mentoring Process


C


L


E


A


R


Contract Listen Explore


Action Review







Contract


What do you think needs to happen at 
this stage of the process?


Introductions Set ground rules


Agree practical details Agree intended outcomes







Listen


Are you a good listener?


Task 


You will be assigned a letter (A or B) and given a task sheet according to 
your letter. 


You have 3 minutes to read the task sheet.  You will then be paired up 
with another person and you will have 5 minutes to complete the task.


Feedback 


A


How much did you remember of what was 
said by your partner?


How much did you notice about how it was 
said?


B


How did you feel throughout the exercise?







Listen


Listening Facts







Listen


What makes a good listener?







Listen


Becoming an Active Listener


Body language


Ask questions


Pay attentionAvoid distraction


Don’t interrupt


Non-verbal cues


SummariseDon’t plan ahead







Explore


Some Ideas


1) What happens at the moment?
2) Why things are done the way they are?
3) What are the positives in the way that things are done now?
4) What are the negatives in the way that things are done now?
5) What options are there for change or development?
6) What barriers are there and how can they be overcome?
7) What actions are going to be taken?
8) What outcomes is the mentee hoping to get from these actions?







Action







Review


What went well?


What challenges were there?


What lessons were learned?


What are the potential next steps?







Mentoring – Getting Started







The Benefits of Mentoring


Benefits to the Mentor (you) Benefits to the Mentee (your 
teacher)







Session Outcomes


You should now be able to:


1) Explain what mentoring is
2) Identify the stages of the CLEAR process for coaching and 


mentoring
3) Explain what needs to happen at each stage in the process
4) Discuss the benefits of mentoring to both the mentor and mentee







Mentoring – Getting Started





Double click to download
Download Heart of Worcestershire College Mentoring Presentation


What is a Research Log?



A Research Log is a journal which evidences your experience, learning and development over the course of the project. It is not just a diary of “What you have done”, but a record of what you have learned, tried and critically reflected upon. Your log is unique to you - a record of your experiences, thoughts, feelings and reflections - and therefore cannot be ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. This template will help you to record, reflect upon, plan, develop and evidence your participation in the project.



At first it may seem difficult to critically reflect upon your own learning. Over time, though, you will find that it becomes easier. The more often that you practice the skill of self-reflection, the easier it will become.



When writing your entries, you should think about: 



· What you set out to achieve (eg. researching a piece of edtech)

· How it went (was it easy or difficult, did you have enough support etc)

· Why did it go well / not go well?

· Details of problems you have encountered and how you solved them or could solve them 

· Examples of where you have developed a new skill or quality

· Anything interesting you’ve realised or discovered through working alongside staff



Is there a ‘best’ or ‘correct’ way of producing a Research Log?



Try to write down something every time you work on the project, either in meetings you attend or whilst working with your group.



There is no ‘right’ or ‘wrong’ way of producing a Research Log. However, there is one golden rule to follow to make sure the log is both accurate and useful...



Am I being honest with myself?



It’s crucial that you are honest about your experience and learning. Your participation in this project is valuable to us because it helps us know what does and doesn’t work about this model, so that other students around the country will be able to learn from your process.



Remember, you can’t get the project ‘wrong’, and if you found a part of the project confusing or difficult, that’s part of the process! Don’t be afraid to point out these things and your ideas of how they could have been better, and remember; your feedback will be helping to improve the way teaching and learning happens across the country!



BONUS: How will writing a Research Log and developing the skill of critical self-reflection help me?



Reflective practice (what you’re doing in this log) is a brilliant exercise for people of all ages, and something which will help in both your learning and career. Research has shown how reflective practice can help change habits and outlooks, including some of the examples given below.



From	 						To



Accepting						Questioning

Intolerant						Tolerant

Being descriptive					Being analytical

Impulsive						Diplomatic

Being reserved					Being more open

Unassertive						Assertive

Unskilled communicators				Skilled communicators

Reactive						Reflective

Concrete thinking					Abstract thinking

Lacking self-awareness				Self-aware



These skills are brilliant to include on your CV or LinkedIn, so it’s worthwhile thinking about which, if any, of these you’ve improved over the course of the project!










Research Log: Template



		Date of activity

		What were we working on/trying to achieve?

		What was my contribution?

		What went well, and/or what problems did we face?

		What would make this easier next time? (including things you could do or things your group or teachers could do to help)



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		

		







Double click to download
Download Basingstoke College of Technology Research Log


Please document the activity you are going to be setting your class this does not have to be in detail but a few notes are required.

 Please use this template or email your own version to sky.caves@staff.bcot.ac.uk. 



		Big Picture 

How does the activity fit into the course, unit or topic?

		

		Objectives 

What are you going to do? What will the students have learnt by the end of the lesson? 

		

		Key points 

What are the main points you want learners to remember?



		











		

		

		

		







		Inclusive and Holistic Practices:

		

		Planned Activity 

How are you going to do it? What resources are you using?



		Differentiation 

Are you accommodating the needs of all learners? How are you going to stretch/ challenge?

		



		

		











		Assessment

How do you know you’ve done it? Formative/ summative? What criteria does it meet?

		









		

		ICT and Digital Skills

What kind of tool are you looking for? 

What are the main things it needs to be able to do?



		PDBW

Employability, independence, resilience, health, Equality & Diversity, British Values

		









		

		

		Tick all/ any that apply: 



· Video

· Apps

· Animation

· Website

· Audio

· Photography

· Social Media

· 3D Modelling

· Virtual Reality

· Artificial Intelligence

· Augmented Reality

· Machine Learning



		English & Maths

How are you embedding maths and english skills?

		









		

		

		



		Targets

What targets are being set? Are they stretching and challenging?

		









		

		

		







Double click to download
Download Basingstoke College of Technology Lesson Plan
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SUSTAINABILITY

 How can student-staff partnerships become  
 part of a longer-term strategy to develop   
 staff and to create outstanding teaching,   
 learning and assessment, enhanced   
 through the use of education technologies?

“I imagine this approach could be usefully embedded in our 
staff development practices going forwards.” 

KERRY VANDERSTEEN, DIGITAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR  
AT CITY & ISLINGTON COLLEGE

“This project is crucial to the future development of our 
teaching, learning and assessment at the college” 

SIMON COOK, PRINCIPAL AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE AT MIDKENT COLLEGE 

The pilot projects were funded to explore the student-staff partnership 
model over a relatively short timescale (a single academic term). Since 
they only experimented with a single cycle of activity, their exploration 
of sustainability is yet to take place. However the positive experiences 
that many of the partnerships have had have been very encouraging. 
Indications are that the participating providers valued the approach and 
plan to build this approach into their CPD and Ed Tech strategies.

ISSUES TO CONSIDER

 Plan early and build student-staff partnerships into your  
 academic cycle

 Embed partnership recruitment and induction within learning   
 programmes

 This approach is most likely to succeed if you have the scaffolding   
 in place, in other words an over-arching “technology for learning”   
 strategy with ILT as a strategic priority

 It is harder to deploy in smaller organisations who might not have   
 dedicated ILT Teams, but it is possible as long as you tailor your   
 approach and your ambitions to your resources

 It is likely to be helpful to have multi-year cohorts with multi-year   
 experiences, so for example a student progressing from a level 2 to a  
 level 3 programme can continue in their partnership role and can   
 support new students in their first year in a partnership

 Build in celebration and “graduation”. Our projects held local events  
 with certificates and refreshments to celebrate involvement

 Encourage and support long-term relationships. The end of the   
 project may lead to unforeseen opportunities and relationships
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RESOURCES FROM  
THE EDUCATION & TRAINING FOUNDATION

 

DIGITAL TEACHING PROFESSIONAL FRAMEWORK 

The Digital Teaching Professional Framework provides a structure for 
practitioners in the FE and Training sector to understand how technology 
can be used to enhance teaching, as well as providing  
a pathway for development and career progression.  

        Download

ENHANCE DIGITAL TEACHING PLATFORM 

The Enhance Digital Teaching Platform is designed to help develop 
teaching and training practice using technology across the sector.

Launched in January 2019, the platform offers free to use bite-size  
modules to support innovation in teaching and training and to  
improve learner outcomes.

Key features of the Enhance Digital Teaching Platform include:

 Free, bite-size, certified online self-learning training modules mapped  
 to the Digital Teaching Professional Framework 

 An achievements badge system 

 A user-centred, mobile-first design 

 Facilities to build a community of practice

 
        Download

https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/digital-skills-competency-framework/
https://www.et-foundation.co.uk/supporting/support-practitioners/edtech-support/enhance-digital-teaching-platform/
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  PARTNERS

  	MidKent College

  	City of Islington College 

CONTEXT

Three General FE colleges participated in the project, piloting different 
partnership models; one-to-one, paired and group. Each college had 
an existing body of learners - digital ambassadors - who support their 
e-Learning teams.

The staff participants were a combination of eLearning professionals, 
teaching staff and learner support assistants from the respective 
organisations. The student participants were a combination of digital 
ambassadors and multiple small groups of learners from different 
subject areas. The project focused particularly on exploring technologies 
which promote accessibility and inclusion for learners with additional 
needs therefore looked for a selection of students who would be able to 
contribute to this area with first-hand experience. 

CASE STUDIES

Project overview 

Specialist Provision at Basingstoke College of Technology 

Art and Design at Basingstoke College of Technology  

Forensic Science at City and Islington College   

Health and Social Care at Midkent College 

“I think the learners really benefited from having the workbook 
and resources to guide them - it enabled them to work through 
the stages quite independently, which in turn gave them more of 
an opportunity to express their views and ideas.”

COURSE DIRECTOR FOR ART, DESIGN, MEDIA & GAMES  
AT BASINGSTOKE COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY

https://www.smore.com/ywj79
https://www.smore.com/u1t48
https://www.smore.com/h7uwg
https://www.smore.com/wh25p
https://www.smore.com/gsr4w
https://www.smore.com/ywj79
https://www.smore.com/u1t48
https://www.smore.com/h7uwg
https://www.smore.com/wh25p
https://www.smore.com/gsr4w
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   PARTNERS

  	Darlington Borough Council 
   Learning and Skills 

  	South West Durham Training

CONTEXT

Bishop Auckland College is a General Further Education College in North 
East England. Darlington Borough Council Learning and Skills are an Adult 
and Community Learning Provider, and South West Durham Training is 
an independent training provider. The locality of these organisations falls 
within some of the most deprived wards within England where many young 
people qualified for Free School Meals at school, and where unemployment 
among adults is still significantly high.

The project aimed to empower learners to take ownership of their own 
studies, particularly as many of the students are off site for most of their 
programme. The organisation leads set out to provide opportunities for 
learners to become more engaged with the programme, their peers and 
assessments through the use of digital technologies, feeding back to 
their teacher on how the technology has worked, advantages it brought to 
their studies and whether or not it could be used for the benefit of other 
students if planned effectively.

Each partner identified the use of learning technology to support teaching, 
learning and assessment as being sporadic. Whilst each organisation 
has learning coaches or advanced practitioners that deliver planned CPD 
to encourage incorporating learning technologies into the curriculum, 
practitioners use of technology to support delivery was varied.

The purpose of engaging with this phase of OTLA was to understand if a 
student-staff partnership model could improve upon staff member interest 
in and successful use of technology. 

The project lead set-out to ensure the resulting case studies were student-
led, presenting the students with an opportunity to review the technology 
they chose to use.

CASE STUDIES

Facebook

Quizizz 

Quizizz 

Clickview 

WhatsApp 

Kahoot 

Snapchat 

Instagram

“The partnership model allowed us to test the technology 
together, sharing ideas and experiences throughout the process.” 

TUTOR

“This has been a very successful project, driven by the students 
to encourage me to use new technology to support their learning.” 

TUTOR

https://www.smore.com/6r0dz
https://www.smore.com/jgq8v-quizziz-website
https://www.smore.com/2pzqk-review-on-quizizz
https://www.smore.com/xhvyc-clickview
https://www.smore.com/gcn1t-whatsapp-messenger
https://www.smore.com/tn72g-kahoot
https://www.smore.com/swcaq-snapchat
https://www.smore.com/8d45g-using-instagram
https://www.smore.com/6r0dz
https://www.smore.com/jgq8v-quizziz-website
https://www.smore.com/2pzqk-review-on-quizizz
https://www.smore.com/tn72g-kahoot
https://www.smore.com/xhvyc-clickview
https://www.smore.com/swcaq-snapchat
https://www.smore.com/gcn1t-whatsapp-messenger
https://www.smore.com/8d45g-using-instagram
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 PARTNERS

  	Morley College

  	Richmond and Hillcroft   
    Adult Community College 

  	WMC Camden College

CONTEXT

The project was a collaboration between the London Institutes for  
Adult Learning. 

All participating organisations shared common challenges to using digital 
tools for adult learning courses:

 Length of courses / time in the classroom - the majority of courses   
 are non-accredited, short courses (10 weeks or less) and students   
 and staff meet for just a few hours a week.

 Digital capabilities of learners - learners’ digital capabilities and   
 access to devices can vary greatly. As learners are not often in the   
 college, supporting learners’ digital skills needs can be a challenge

 Confidence / time to experiment for teachers – teachers also may   
 not be in the college that often. e.g. City Lit has over 1,000 teachers   
 with a third teaching less than 30hrs a year. All colleges also have a  
 diverse curriculum and varied digital capabilities amongst teachers

Through the use of student digital champions and the opportunities for 
collaboration offered by technologies such as G Suite and Office 365 
applications, the aim was to explore whether some of these challenges 
could be addressed.

CASE STUDIES

City Lit

City Lit

Morley College

WMC Camden College

“I am getting used to technology and I very much enjoy  
learning new things...... I would like to have suitable  
facilities in class and be able to practise daily... It is an 
interesting new experience and it is nice to have all the 
worksheets available online.”

STUDENT








CASE STUDY: STUDENT-TEACHER PARTNERSHIPS TO INCREASE ENGAGEMENT WITH GOOGLE CLASSROOM





WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT?



This Grammar in Practice class was aimed at a lower level of student studying at Entry 3/Level 1 ESOL.  (English for Speakers of Other Languages).  In past courses, this particular class has been comparatively consistent in class attendance but extremely erratic in terms of handing in homework tasks either in paper form or via Google Classroom.

We wanted to see if having a student digital champion could increase engagement with Google Classroom and see what activities the teacher might use Google Classroom for.





WHAT DID THE PROJECT DO?



Google Classroom was demonstrated to the class, students were given an assignment to submit during the session itself and not rely on the submission of tasks after the class as in previous courses. The result of this was that each student submitted their work instantly and so could use Google Classroom in a practical way. 



Students also completed a digital skills survey on the use of technology as part of their learning. There was a very poor response to the survey, however, two students were chosen as 'Digital Champions' and their task was to try and help other students in the class. The response of the Digital Champions was negligible even though they had volunteered to do this, therefore two different students were invited to be Digital Champions. This was more successful.

In the following classes, the submission of tasks via Google classroom was optimistic but then momentum dropped and other ways of encouraging the students were investigated!

		A class 'Question' was submitted and the two digital champions were given instructions on how to respond to other students’ answers and encourage participation…

		









WHAT HELPED THE PROJECT SUCCEED?



· Ease of use and convenience of Google Classroom.

· Persistence from the course teacher with getting students to complete the specific learning activity that was planned.

· Having some enthusiastic students.





WHAT CHALLENGES DID THE PROJECT FACE?



· Difficulties identifying a student digital champion at the start of the course.

· Students not always engage with the online activities.

· Fitting everything in alongside other course activities.

QUOTE







WHAT DIFFERENCE DID THE PROJECT MAKE?





		“I NOW BELIEVE THAT FOR A LOWER LEVEL STUDENT USING GOOGLE CLASSROOM SHOULD BE AN INTEGRAL PART OF CLASS TIME”





The teacher in this project was familiar with Google Classroom and was already using it quite effectively on other courses for assigning homework, but had some difficulties using these technologies on lower level courses. The project explored other ways the teacher could use G Suite for Education tools and how a having a class digital champion might help to increase engagement. The conversation exercise that the student digital champion worked on has helped the teacher explore other ways of using Google Classroom.





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



https://sites.google.com/citylit.ac.uk/student-staff
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Double click to download
Download City Lit case study 1








CASE STUDY: USING GOOGLE CLASSROOM FOR COMMUNICATION OUTSIDE OF CLASS





WHAT WAS THE PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT?

The project intended to see how using the Google Classroom app for communication in between face-to-face lessons might support Entry level ESOL students in their language learning. The teacher would focus on how students could use their mobile devices to complete course activities and communicate with each other and explore what specific learning activities they might be able to design that would make use of these technologies.





WHAT DID THE PROJECT DO?



This ESOL for Cleaners - Entry 1 course took place over 8 weeks with the class meeting for just 3 hours every Saturday. A digital skills initial assessment completed by the whole class showed that all students had access to a smartphone and used instant messaging applications such as WhatsApp in their personal life.



Google Classroom (and specifically the mobile app) could offer a way for students to communicate with each other and their course teacher outside of the limited time spent in class. The teacher would try to harness the possibilities offered by the Google Classroom app to supplement classroom activities.



Two students were found to act as digital champions for the class, helping other students download the Classroom app on their own devices and on Chromebooks in class and helping to facilitate discussion amongst the class group by posting messages in Classroom.







WHAT HELPED THE PROJECT SUCCEED?



· Students were very enthusiastic about using Google Classroom and saw the value in using the technology for learning.

· The student digital champion was very helpful and was keen to assist other students.





WHAT CHALLENGES DID THE PROJECT FACE?



· Time was always going to be a challenge in this project. The students were new to Google Classroom and the sign in procedures proved to be quite complicated for some students.

· For such a short course there wasn’t enough time for the course teacher to really develop activities and learning designs that would make use of the technology.

QUOTE







WHAT DIFFERENCE DID THE PROJECT MAKE?



		“ I HAD A SHORT COURSE SO IN HINDSIGHT WE COULD HAVE SET THE BALL IN MOTION EARLIER”







The course teacher and students could definitely see the value of this project, how it could address the challenges posed by having so little time face-to-face in class, and how the technology (Google Classroom app) could potentially be used for specific learning activities that might support learners develop their conversational language skills.



Unfortunately, the approach taken to the activity and research meant that there was little time to realise the full aim of the project. The student Digital Champion was very helpful in assisting other students to download the app and troubleshoot problems, and though they gave very positive feedback about the value of the project there wasn’t really time to develop any specific learning activities.



On the positive side, both the teacher and the students were enthusiastic about using Google Classroom for future courses and with better planning we believe the approach could be developed to have a greater impact on the teaching and learning in these relatively short ESOL courses.





WHERE CAN I FIND MORE INFORMATION?



https://sites.google.com/citylit.ac.uk/student-staff
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OLTA STUDENT-STAFF PARTNERSHIPS PROJECT 


CASE STUDY - MORLEY COLLEGE LONDON  
What was the purpose of the project?  


1. This project looked at how student digital champions can support tutors introducing new digital 


technologies and give general in-class technology support. The Centre for Essential Skills identified 


two Student-Staff Partnerships in the English and ESOL programme areas: ESOL E2 Fast Track and 


Brush up your English L1. 


“So we’re hoping that by doing the project students become more familiar with the technology in the 


classroom but also that they can develop skills that they can use at home and in the long term be 


more comfortable with technology as a whole.” – English L1 Tutor 


2. Although students do spontaneously support each other in-class, this project aimed to develop a 


more structured model for Student Digital Champions, one which could potentially be rolled out 


cross-college. 


The project also looked at how to incentivise this participation. Consortium partners tested a range of 


options, with the Morley London project team collectively opting for Amazon vouchers. 


3. Essential Skills practitioners have been piloting Google Classroom within the college and the project 


focused on this as its main technology. The project aligned with the Centre’s aim of getting everyone 


in the team using Google and eventually designing sessions around the resource.  


“I’m trialling Google classroom at the moment to see what my students like or don’t like and what they 


find effective. Creating quizzes and surveys with Google forms is a feature that is useful and easy for 


tutors to do. Creating assignments and giving feedback through comments; embedding a YouTube 


Video in a form and asking for feedback; setting deadlines; collaborative writing with Google docs are 


other things that come to mind...” – ESOL E2 Tutor 


 


“The digital champion supported his peers by helping them to connect to the WiFi, by explaining how 


to find and install apps such as Kahoot or Google Classroom and by showing them how navigate the 


Google Classroom pages.” – ESOL E2 Tutor 
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What did the project do? 


1. Colleagues at City Lit developed and shared a Google Form based Digital Skills/Expectations Initial 


Assessment with the consortium. Morley used a tailored version of this, which was copied to both 


tutors’ Google Classrooms to assess all the students within the two classes. This helped gauge 


digital skills and capability levels as well as attitudes towards technology. 


 


It would potentially be useful for tutors to discuss the results of questionnaires with their Champions 


to identify support needs and agree strategies. 


“The questionnaire was useful for me to see. Especially to see that most students actually expect to 


use technology in the classroom. I was quite surprised by that.” – ESOL E2 Tutor 


2. Student champions support students with a range of activities, helping them around barriers and to 


get over reluctance around using technologies. Champions have a troubleshooting role and can be 


particularly useful in large classes when the tutor is busy. They may help several students with a 


common issue, e.g. logging in, or work 1:1 with students who needs extra support. Anecdotally, 


students like having someone they can call on and feel more secure as a result.  


“Some people were trying to get Google Classroom on their phone and their tablet – I’ve been trying to 


help them to do that so it makes it easier for them and to access it when they’re at home ” – English 


L1 Student 


A Digital Champion Diary created by the ESOL E2 Tutor to record support activities could help both 


tutors and champions monitor and develop the role.  
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3. As part of the project, the ESOL E2 Tutor proposed development of a range of guides for Google 


Classroom. The project team opted for a guide to creating and using Google Forms as this was felt to 


be an area that tutors were struggling with. Materials for a follow-on CPD session were also created, 


which will be part of planned dissemination activities. Linked to accessing Google Classroom, the 


ESOL E2 tutor also worked with her champion to produce an easy login guide for students in English 


and Spanish versions. 


“The champion translated these documents into Spanish as it is his first language and a large 


proportion (around 40%) of ESOL students have Spanish as their first language.” – ESOL E2 Tutor 


 


What helped the project succeed? 


1. The two tutors selected to work on the project were both experienced practitioners and committed to 


the aims of the project. Additionally, both tutors were working towards Google Educator Level 1 


certification in parallel to the project. 


2. Project funding gave tutors the time and space to explore ideas, putting resources together and 


developing two new user guides which can be used across the Essential Skills Centre.  


3. Both champions were identified as students who were already voluntarily providing support to their 


colleagues. In the video diaries produced by the partnerships, champions independently articulated 


the positive impact of the support they were providing and their personal motivation. 


 “I enjoy helping people anyway so if someone’s stuck in class I will go around and help them and ask 


them if they need help with anything – problems or issues with spelling or the computers – then I will 


try my best to help and hopefully let them know that they can approach me.” – English L1 Student 


4. The Educational Technologist and Programme Manager came to an early agreement on a 


dissemination plan for indirect participants to include: ESOL and English team meetings; Tutor 


Toolkit area on the intranet; College website and newsletter; Learning, Teaching & Assessment Sub-


Committee; and follow-on CPD events around the project outputs. 


 


What challenges did the project face?  


1. Google integration with the College login in November 2018 coincided with the start of the project. 


The inevitable teething problems have been a barrier for learners logging into Google Classroom via 


computers and personal devices, particularly for those with low-level digital skills and capabilities.  


2. One challenge identified during the project was how to give the Student Champions a clearer sense 


of their role and to help them see the ways in which they could benefit from the experience beyond 
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the incentives offered within the project. It is likely that the role descriptor for champions will need to 


be developed further before being promoted to other programme areas.  


3. Attendance of student champions may sometimes be an issue and can affect some subject areas 


more than others. Part-time students will sometimes need to prioritise outside commitments so may 


not be available to attend or be there at the beginning of a class when technology is being 


introduced. Tutors in the project chose champions who they felt were reliable and committed to 


mitigate this. 


4. Timescale was a major problem for the project and limited certain activities. Both the project 


Programme Manager and Educational Technologist would have found it useful to go into classes and 


talk separately to the champions about their role. Due to time constraints, this aspect had to be 


wholly managed by tutors. Given a longer timeframe, it would also potentially be useful to ask 


students if the technology support provided in-class had made a difference.    


“I would like to take this project further and organise a drop-in digital clinic run by students for the 


students. I am currently looking at ways that we could make this happen.” – ESOL E2 Tutor 


 


What difference did the project make? 


1. One incidental benefit of the project was that it has enabled English and ESOL practitioners to work 


more closely together. This has now extended beyond the two participants within the project. 


“It’s brought together the English and the ESOL teams. There’s more likely to be sharing of best 


practice across those two departments. 


What happens in an ESOL classroom is not hugely different to what happens in an English Language 


classroom – you’re using Google Classroom in a very similar way.” – Programme Manager for English 


2. The creation of Google Classroom guides and the development of a template means that it will be 


much easier in future to develop resources in-house. The easy step-by-step login guides potentially 


free up some of the work of the champion. 


“The project enabled me to spend more time exploring new ways to promote independent learning. I 


developed some new resources and I am planning to organise a CPD event in June to show the tutors 


in the ESOL and English department how to create Google forms and how to set assignments on 


Google classroom.” – ESOL E2 Tutor 


 


Where can I find more information? 
Flipgrid platform used for Student-Staff Partnership video diaries: https://flipgrid.com/ 


 



https://flipgrid.com/
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WMC The Camden College

Case Study







How specific technologies can be used to create online records of learning in a community classroom.



What was the purpose of the project?

Using Google Classroom with emphasis on teamwork projects and individual/group portfolio evidence.  WMC is an ACL provider and the tutor has chosen her course, based offsite in the community - 'Employability - L1 Award in Vocational Studies', to trial using Google Classroom for the first time.  The tutor and the students are all new to google classroom, and the project aims to try out some simple activities that can be primarily used via Smart phones.



What did the project do? 

The tutor created a Google classroom course and organised it following the system used in class; Unit - assessment criteria - resources - assessment task - portfolio evidence; created a group assignment using a Google form and two assignments specifically assigned to the student digital champion and another learner for demonstration and testing purposes.



The student digital champion met with the tutor and tested the Google classroom to evaluate its effectiveness, familiarise with the environment, explore its basic functions and identify potential areas of difficulty for her fellow students.



Session 1 - With the help of the digital champion, students were able to log in and complete the project questionnaire, one learner was able to submit the assignment. The tutor was able to mark and return this, however, the comments could not be viewed on a mobile phone.



Session 2 - Tutor helped the students use their mobile phones to take pictures, with a view to uploading these on to Google classroom the following week.



Session 3 - Learners were able to;

· select and upload photos as part of their assessment -submit their assessment on Google Classroom 

· access and explore Google Classroom;

· evaluate their use of Google Classroom as an online tool.



Session 4 - Tutor created an end of term quiz, and set as an assignment in Google Classroom. 



Session 5 - Tutor returned marked work, gave online feedback and used Google Classroom to generate online records of learning & progress. Learners were able to submit the quiz, exchanged ideas posting comments and identified problems - one student could not open the quiz.





What helped the project succeed? 



1. Students working independently: it was surprising the impact Google Classroom had on promoting independent learning and enhancing learners’ responsibility. Undoubtedly, Google Classroom contributes to making learners autonomous. 

2. Support from digital champion: She contributed to the development of her colleagues’ digital skills. She helped every learner access their Google account and installed the Google Classroom app on learners’ smartphones. She facilitated learning by demonstrating good practice in class as well as by lending her personal digital equipment to the learner that had no smartphone or compatible digital device. 

3. Support from Learning Technologist: Besim was always available to support the tutor and digital champion. He helped at every stage of the process:

· to clarify the aims of the project and roles

· to set up Google Classroom

· to set assignments 

· to design and edit Google forms

· to solve problems with forms, quizzes, videos etc.

4. Teamwork: Everyone in the team did their best for this project to succeed. 



What challenges did the project face? (max 150 words)



1. Tutor’s lack of experience: The tutor had to learn through this project, which had an impact (2 days delay) on setting/marking assignments and solving problems. Nevertheless, it worked well and the tutor will definitely use Google Classroom again.

2. Students not having access to smartphones: The work had to be limited to class time; or the students could not be assigned specific tasks, because they could not work remotely. The full potential of Google Classroom could not be fully tested. 

3. Only seeing students once a week: If we had had more sessions, the progress would have been rapid and the results more valuable. Time might have affected validity, because tasks could not be replicated on multiple occasions. 

4. No access to laptops for off-site classes: This is a barrier to the promotion of digital tools and Google Classroom (partially resolved with the support of the digital champion).  





What difference did the project make?



Students feedback

'I am getting used to technology and I very much enjoy learning new things...... I would like to have suitable facilities in class and be able to practise daily... It is an interesting new experience and it is nice to have all the worksheets available online.'

QUOTE 





'I believe I have good digital skills and I quite enjoy it... It is one more thing to know and the experience is also good for future use... I believe that this is the future of education... Although I had many problems with Google classroom (I submitted my assignment and it was not visible, I uploaded a wrong video for my assessment etc.), I really like it and I think it is a very good learning tool... I also prefer typing than writing, because as an ESOL learner, I frequently make spelling mistakes, which I can avoid when typing.'





Where can I find more information?)



Resources used: 

HTTPS://BIT.LY/2FH4TUC 



SHARED REFLECTIVE JOURNAL - COMPLETED WEEKLY 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1_vROQqrUpnqLFpDGeIJ1FfAYjM9NoafLn8w9NXJjB1E/edit?usp=sharing 
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23OUTSTANDING TEACHING, LEARNING & ASSESSMENT PROGRAMME – DEVELOPING STUDENT-STAFF PARTNERSHIPS TO ENHANCE DIGITAL CAPABILITIES

Heart of Worcestershire College 
THE PROJECTS04

Introduction

The ‘Student-Staff  
Partnership’ Model

The Projects

01 Basingstoke College  
 of Technology

02  Bishop Auckland   
 College

03  City Lit

04  Heart of  
 Worcestershire  
 College 

 PARTNERS

  	Solihull College

  	Blackburn College 

  	Aspiration Training

CONTEXT

The project was delivered across three mid-sized general further education 
colleges; Heart of Worcestershire College, Blackburn College and Solihull 
College, and Aspiration Training; an independent learning provider.

Some of the project members currently work together as members of the 
Blended Learning Consortium (BLC). The embedding and enhancement of 
blended learning across the partnerships was the main, but not exclusive 
focus for this project.  

All college partners already have a strong focus on the use of digital 
technologies and blended learning using the scheduled online learning and 
assessment (SOLA) model. 

Aspiration Training Ltd, the only independent training provider in  
the project, uses the Smart Assessor portfolio platform to support  
digital learning.

Partnerships were encouraged to experiment with existing in-house 
technology such as: Moodle, Office 365. Google Apps, AR, VR and the  
BLC resources. Students were also encouraged to research the use of  
new technology, including innovative apps. 

CASE STUDIES

Overall

Heart of Worcestershire

Aspiration Training

Solihull College

Blackburn College

“This project has hugely benefitted the practitioners. It 
has allowed them to increase awareness of new teaching 
technologies, to analyse learners’ abilities as well as helping to 
develop their research skills further.  

It has also helped to improve the student’s confidence, research 
skills and networking ability which will help them in their future 
studies and future careers. They remarked that the project has 
‘been beneficial just to do something different a bit different in 
college and learn new skills”. 

PROJECT LEAD












Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment programme – developing staff-student partnerships to enhance digital capabilities 

Case study overall project summary

Who was involved? 
This project involved 29 participants from four organisations. These were Heart of Worcestershire College, Solihull College, Blackburn College and Aspiration Training. The participants were made up of four managers, nine practitioners, five ILT support staff and eleven student mentors

Context 

The project involves a range of courses from entry-level through to level 3. These included hospitality, IT, business and health and social care. Learners were chosen who had strong digital skills. The practitioners had a range of digital skills, from basic to advanced.



1. Approach taken to the student-staff partnerships

In most cases mentors and practitioners worked together in pairs however, Solihull College used pairs of mentors working with one practitioner. The mentors were given some introductory training to the college ILT systems by members of the ILT team. This wasn’t possible at Aspiration Training as they didn’t have an ILT team so in this case initial training was given by the practitioner.

A wide range of technologies were used in the project including Moodle, H5P, Office 365, Google suite, and Kahoot. 

Examples of usage included collaborative document writing for menus and recipes, Kahoot for formative assessments, H5P for delivery of content and formative assessments and OneDrive for sharing resources.

Feedback from learners and practitioners showed positive impacts on learning across a range of courses and activities through the new activities that were trialled. 

The main challenges that were found were around time. Both the short timescale involved in a pilot project and the day to day issues around mentors and practitioners finding times to meet regularly.

Through this short pilot project, a number of significant benefits to practitioners, mentors and learners were found:

· Practitioners improved their skills in using digital learning technologies, learned new tools, applied them in new ways to teaching and learning scenarios, improve their confidence in digital learning and developed a better understanding of the learner perspective.

· They also improved their confidence in digital learning and developed a better understanding of the learner perspective.

· Mentors gained new skills in a range of digital applications as well as mentoring professional educators.

· Learners in groups, benefited from a range of engaging new learning opportunities.



2. Future plans

Heart of Worcestershire College and Solihull College are both strongly considering implementing a larger scale student mentor program next year. There were clear benefits achieved for practitioners, mentors and learners in the short project and it is believed that these would be greatly improved for a project that run over an academic year where there would be more time for 

· selection of mentors and practitioners, 

· training and running of a number of learning activities over the year

· opportunities for mentors and practitioners to have meaningful engagement




3.  Key recommendations to other organisations

We would strongly recommend that other learning providers consider running a student mentor program for the support of digital learning. Key recommendations would include

· Focus on selection and training of mentors

· Incentivise mentors

· Provide ongoing support for mentors

· Linked to a mentoring qualification

· Ensure in advance that mentors and practitioners would have the time to meet regularly
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Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment programme – developing staff-student partnerships to enhance digital capabilities 

Case study Heart of Worcestershire College

The student/teacher partnership outlined in the case study are:

Jennifer Willis, Health and Social Care Lecturer

Matt Smith, learner on the Level 3 Extended Diploma in Health and Social Care

Sally Beeton, Blended Learning Adviser

Jen is a lecturer on the Health and Social Care Courses at Heart of Worcestershire (HOW) College, delivering a wide range of units to both Level 2 and 3 learners. Matt is in the second year of his course and after completing the extended diploma is hoping to study at university to become a paramedic. Prior to the start of the project Jen has been involved with digital technologies, she delivers one of the SOLA (scheduled online learning and assessment) courses for Health and Social Care and has looked at introducing different technology for her learners to maintain their interest. However, she had little knowledge of technologies which would be interactive, this was an area that both Matt and Jen felt would be beneficial to other learners in the class and something that they would enjoy. Matt, as with any student of his age regularly uses digital technology outside of college and was keen to try out something a little different to make his lesson a little more interactive.

As Jen and Matt see each other quite regularly they were able to catch up after class, but they found that this did not always work, therefore they organised some additional opportunities to discuss ideas and decide on what would work best. They were guided in their use of technology by Sally, the Blended Learning Adviser who suggested creating something on H5P as they had recently introduced a branching facility in the software which they felt would work well for the ideas that they had introduced. In addition, they considered ways of creating a collaborative document and because HOW College is an Office 365 showcase it was considered the perfect opportunity to develop their skills using this software.

Matt spent some time with Sally looking at the software and discussing ways of covering the subject and making the case study come to life. Due to the limited timescales the interactive case study was predominantly created by Sally but it was a collaborative creation between Jen, Matt and Sally

An interactive case study was created using H5P. The case study was uploaded onto Moodle (the VLE used by the college). 





The case study was introduced and learners were given instructions on what they needed to do for the activity.



Learners were split into groups and given a specialist area, they were asked to work through the case study asking questions and recording the information they found out about their areas of specialism. 





They were able to use the interactive case study on their PC or mobile phone, depending on which one they preferred or fitted the headphones that they had brought into the classroom.





The information was recorded on a collaborative PowerPoint, which had been sent to them prior to the session. 









When all the information was recorded a case conference was called and the groups used the PowerPoint slides to present their case before coming to some conclusions on the best way forward. In the next session the learners were directed to complete a care plan using Microsoft forms. 

Although there were a few teething problems to begin with as some learners struggled to access the case study, once they all started on the activity, they found it easy to complete. It was more interesting for them as they didn’t just have to read through a flat document. Introducing ‘Casey’ as a character helped the learners to empathise with her case and think about the different options that were available, particularly in relation to her emotional wellbeing. They were able to discuss her frustrations and they felt that it brought the character to life.

When it came to the Case Conference activity each of the specialist groups had clear notes that they could refer to in one document, as the PowerPoint presentation they had created collaboratively was displayed on the board. They were able to give examples to explain their arguments. Overall the learners enjoyed the activity and felt that they had learnt something by completing the activity, some of the learners even described it as “fun!”.  Matt was pleased with the outcome and felt that it worked well, there were aspects of the case study he would now like to develop for other learners, so he has not been put off by the experience. He was happy with what had been created in the time that they had.

Overall the project has been beneficial for the learners and the student/teacher partnership. At first Matt was wary about giving Jen feedback on areas he felt could be developed in her classroom delivery, but once he realised that his ideas were being accepted and discussed he was more willing to give his ideas.  The student mentor process worked well in getting a students’ perspective and having the opportunity to look at creating something a little different. His time spent with Sally was beneficial and led to the creation of the interactive case study which he would not have been able to create alone in the time that was given to the project. In fact, the main barrier in this process was the lack of time. Teachers in a further education setting have very little time when they are not preparing, delivering or assessing and with such a short lead into the project it was difficult to rearrange pre-existing timetables and events, such as exams and work placements. Consequently, not as much time as would have been liked could have been dedicated to the project and the final activity was therefore more basic than any of the parties would have liked. However, all those involved felt the opportunity to try out something new and introduce a different way of learning was very beneficial.

The Education Training Foundation’s Professional Standards for Teachers and Trainers have been embedded throughout the programme. The teacher reflected on what worked best during the project; they created an innovative strategy to encourage the learners to learn and built a positive and collaborative relationship with both their colleagues and learners. Following the activity, they evaluated their practice with the learners and considered how it had impacted on learning. They promoted the benefits of technology and supported their learners in its use. The student/teacher partnership and subsequently the technology used enabled the learners to share responsibility for their own learning and assessment, setting them goals that stretch and challenge.

Consideration would be given to using student/teacher partnerships again, but it would need to be something that was planned from the beginning of the academic year and was given specific time to allow for discussion, experimentation and development 
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Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment programme – developing staff-student partnerships to enhance digital capabilities 

Case study Aspiration Training

Who was involved: 

Selina Poon, Functional Skills Tutor with students Alisha Beckwith and Darcy Bellchambers.

Context: 

Focus on Level 2 Functional Skills Maths – prior to the project the technologies used were Smart Sessions (online remote sessions on Smart Assessor) and BKSB. Digital skills of teacher and students are average, capable of using day to day technologies.



Approach taken to the student-staff partnerships:

Selina and Alisha discussed what technologies learners use in their day to day life, and different learning styles. Alisha identified her learning style was better where she was able to apply the learning and keep practicing however, the teaching sessions were one hour in length and every 2 weeks which didn’t support the regular practice.  Alisha suggested that if Selina were able to text her a question every day, she could answer it, take a photo of her calculations and send it back to Selina for review. They agreed it would be more realistic to send a question on alternate days allowing more time to answer them. The topic at the time was converting between fractions, decimals and percentages, so Selina was able to text Alisha with tasks for basic conversions.

This activity had a positive impact on Alisha as she was able to practice regularly in between teaching sessions. Selina planned the questions out and set a reminder when it was time to set the next question. This method also enabled Alisha to take ownership of their learning.



   

 



Selina and Darcy identified common difficulties in connecting with the learners when teaching sessions are delivered online, especially if the individuals are using a camera.  Selina and Darcy decided to trial BitPaper, a collaborative digital white board. During the sessions they found that with BitPaper, they could both contribute to the content on the screen. The tools were very easy to use and they could copy and paste questions and images onto the page instantaneously. 

“This tool had a positive impact on the learning as it removed the barrier of being remote, as we were able to work together on a live sheet. We also found that we could use the same link for future sessions as it automatically saved and you can add as many pages as you need.” Selina



BitPaper Tutorial https://vimeo.com/224040842

Duplicate link of Darcy’s session https://www.bitpaper.io/go/Project/_6zDne49Jw







1. Challenges

The main challenge these partnerships faced was the lack of consistency due to sessions being very limited in time and frequency, it was hard to develop and experiment with new technologies when the main focus had to be on the delivery of the course.



2. Research outcomes and impact

The use of these technologies within the teaching environment have benefitted the learners involved. Although every learner will have a different learning style, Selina would now recommend messaging (iMessage or Whatsapp) and the use of BitPaper for remote online sessions.
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Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment programme – developing staff-student partnerships to enhance digital capabilities 

Case study Solihull College

Who was involved? 

· Tom Collins – Lecturer in Business 

· Will Wren – Level 3 Business Student

· Jessica Newsome - Level 3 Business Student

· Joe Hancock – Learning Technologist

· Emma Ball – Head of Learning Technologies and Open Access



Context 

The subjects of this case study are teacher and students on a BTEC Level 3 Business.  The teacher currently uses the college’s Virtual Learning Environment to provide students with access to resources.  The students displayed a good level of digital skills prior to the project, using a range of tools for personal communication.  Both were keen to explore the use of technology for learning.  

Approach taken to the student-staff partnerships

At the start of the project, a student job description was created to identify what skills and qualities would be desirable in a student mentor.  For the purposes of the project, staff were selected and were asked to recommend students who could demonstrate the skills and qualities identified.  In some cases, students worked in pairs to provide peer support and promote collaborative skills, as was the case for the students in this case study.  Students worked with their own teacher as it was felt that they would benefit from their existing experience of the teacher’s current practice (particularly given the short timescale of the project). The project was managed by the Learning Technologies Team, the team steered the project from a distance, promoting high levels of self-direction from the students.  

Partnership Model 

A project launch meeting was held with each teacher/student partnership to introduce the project aims and to ensure that all parties understood the scope of the project.  Students then participated in a brief induction with the Learning Technologies Team which covered a structured approach to coaching and an introduction to a range of technologies subscribed to by the College.  

Following this initial induction, the students followed the CLEAR model of coaching/mentoring to work with their teacher.  This consisted of an initial meeting to set boundaries, agree practicalities and agree some initial goals.  The students then worked closely with a learning technologist to identify which technologies would assist in meeting the goals agreed.  Having identified appropriate tools, the students created a brief action plan with the teacher to set out when training would take place and when the teacher would use the technology in class.  The training was provided, the new technology used and reflected upon.

What training were students given?

Students were given induction training and then were provided with scheduled opportunities to shadow and to meet with a learning technologist for support. 

What technologies were used and how were they used? 

The teacher’s goal for the project was to explore the use of technology to create more engaging formative assessment.  The students identified three solutions that could be used in class sessions to engage students and assess their knowledge and understanding of the subjects delivered.  The students identified the following technologies:

· Kahoot 

· MS Forms 

· Nearpod 

All three technologies were used for in-class formative assessment and to provide real-time feedback on individual and whole class performance. The class results were reviewed and discussed by the whole group after each activity to promote greater understanding.

What was the impact on learning?

Learners reported increased levels of enjoyment and engagement as a result of their interventions.

Research outcomes and impact

Outcomes for the learners 

This mentoring program has helped them to understand the importance of using technology to build on student engagement during lessons, and how students can help their staff to understand this from their perspective. They believe that more students and teachers should know about the types of software that they have used and be able to use it to benefit student participation during their own lessons. They have learnt a lot about the role of being a teacher. This came both from teaching their tutor about the technology and from presenting it to the class. They haven’t ever attempted to be a ‘teacher’ before, so it was a new experience for the learners and their presentation and mentoring skills have benefited from this.

The skills that they have learnt during this project include developing their knowledge of using Kahoot and understanding of how to use Nearpod. They can also really see themselves using Microsoft Forms in the future as it’s a useful piece of technology that has different uses. They have also developed communication skills when discussing ideas with colleagues and lecturers about how they should go about using the types of software in class, both to test them and if any of them are used in future lessons.  

Outcomes for practitioners 

This project has hugely benefitted the practitioners. It has allowed them to increase awareness of new teaching technologies such as Nearpod, Microsoft forms and Kahoot to analyse learners’ abilities as well as helping to develop their research skills further.

It has also helped to improve the student's confidence, research skills and networking ability which will help them in their future studies and future careers. They remarked that the project has ‘been beneficial just to do something different a bit different in college and learn new skills’.
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Outstanding Teaching, Learning and Assessment programme – developing staff-student partnerships to enhance digital capabilities 

Case study Blackburn College

Who was involved:

· Learning Technologist – Irfan Patel 

· Lecturer in Business and Marketing – Vicky Wood

· Student – Callum Nield

· Lecturer in Professional Cookery – Anthony Prince

· Student – Jordan Meikleham

Context:

Vicky teaches Level 3 Business and Marketing and is quite an avid user of learning technology.  She has the basic digital skills that are required to navigate through new software and is keen to try out new ways of teaching and learning. Prior to the project Vicky has been using our organisations core VLE Moodle, Showbie which is a subscription based online assessment and feedback tool and implementing resources from the Blended Learning Consortium using the VLE. 

The mentor Callum who is in year two of his programme and along with most of his peers are preparing for University. Callum uses a variety of technology on a regular basis such as social media platforms including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and Snapchat. He also uses Microsoft for basic word processing and the VLE for undertaking tasks for College assessments.

Anthony teaches Level 3 Hospitality and Professional Cookery mostly within FE with additional lecturing in Hospitality Management in the HE provision. Anthony can be hesitant in experimenting with learning technology, however, is very confident once he grasps the mechanics of the software. Prior to the project Anthony uses Moodle regularly as well using the BLC resources with some of his cohorts. 

Jordan, who is in year 2 of his Level 3 Professional Cookery course is quite confident in experimenting with technology, he also uses social media platforms on a daily basis and uses basic Microsoft word processing and presentation software for undertaking tasks for some assessment work.



Approach taken to the student-staff partnerships

Model – how did staff and students work together, what technologies did they explore and consider?

Initially both students were asked to shadow the Digital Learning Team so they were aware of the type of services provided, an introduction was also provided to the types of technologies that could be used with their mentees. We discussed technologies that were already embedded within the core college infrastructure such as Moodle, Office 365 and Planet Estream, and they were provided with an insight into other external tools they can use such as Padlet, Nearpod, and social media. 

Vicky was proactive in utilising her spare time with Callum and meeting regularly to keep up to date with training, progress meetings and tasks, sometimes conducted in spare study time within the classroom, however, as Anthony is partly responsible for the College restaurant as well as teaching he had limited time with Jordan and therefore spent less time meeting. Jordan was also on sick leave for a week which also caused an impact.

Callum and Vicky explored various avenues including Kahoot quizzes, Socrative, Microsoft Forms, Moodle assessment tools, G Suite and Showbie.

Jordan and Anthony looked more towards the core College systems such as Office 365, Moodle and G Suite.

The project lead for Blackburn College changed within the organisation at short notice and partway into the project. Due to this situation there was limited time to investigate additional technologies with the students and establish better communication as a group. If repeated, we would like to create a focus group of students where they could share ideas from various curriculum areas and find ways of using technology to enhance the learning experience.

What training were students given?

As both students used Moodle from an end-user perspective, they were provided with training on how Moodle works from the view point of a tutor and how content can potentially be displayed.  Various options such as sharing capabilities within Office 365, Google and a basic understanding of Showbie were demonstrated. The training involved creating files online by using multiple devices and operating systems and sharing and editing content using various methods. They were also provided with an overview of external tools and details on how they can be utilised and embedded within Teaching, Learning and Assessment.

What technologies were used and how were they used? 

The technologies used were Google Forms, Google Sheets, Microsoft OneNote Online, Moodle, Showbie, Microsoft Word Online, Microsoft Excel Online and OneDrive.



What activities were devised through the project?

Business and Marketing - Task 1

A google form has been created to gather information on level 3 year 2 destinations at the end of the course.  The form is shared through the institutions email accounts of learners.  Learners access the google form, fill in their information and this saves back to the distributor and the system collates information for example, number of responses etc. 

 



Business and Marketing - Task 2 

The task supports learners in monitoring their progress to target in relation to UCAS points. A file is shared with learners via Microsoft OneNote.  This includes 3 separate pages, the first page asks 4 questions, the second provides a template from inputting information and the third includes a range of links to support the learner. Learners familiarise themselves with the questions, fill in the template whilst using the support on the final page. 







Business and Marketing - Task 3 

The learners are provided with a task on power point via Moodle.  The task includes objectives, links to other sites and a template to fill in. This allows learners to work across multiple platforms.  The task involved researching, recording and presenting labour market information related to their career paths.









What was the impact on learning?

Very positive. The learners were engaged and enthusiastic. They found all the tasks easy to access and follow. They were able to complete the task and submit work for assessment via the learning technology.

What were the main challenges and barriers to using student mentors?

Finding time to collaborate and account access i.e. when the student mentor is formulating the task and designing it was via their learning technologies accounts, this then needed transferring to the teachers accounts for deployment.

What are the main benefits of this approach?

Learners have a good idea of what works well and not so well for them. They are also up to date with technologies and can use them efficiently and effectively in the classroom for learning and assessment. Learners are much more receptive to teaching and learning formats that use modern platforms and this appears to have enhanced learning.



Research outcomes and impact

Outcomes for learners

Students within the partnerships are now more appreciative of using technology within the classroom.  Thinking of new ideas of embedding technologies within an assigned task was proving difficult to begin with and attempting to figure out which technology was best fit for the type of task that should be undertaken. They benefitted in learning how to use a different thought process for creating and experimenting with new methods of implementing technology.

As both students used cloud services for all or part of their tasks, they benefitted in using these technologies within a professional environment on a PC which provided an insight into how various platforms behave such as mobile devices. For example, Microsoft Word on a PC displayed certain features which were not available on a Microsoft Word app on a mobile device. This enabled them to use multiple platforms where they understood the practicalities and differences of using technologies within the classroom.

They also learnt how digital skills varied amongst their peers, and how important such skills are when embedding technologies within tasks in the classroom, they understood that as well as disseminating the tasks there was an element of teaching/learning how to use technologies within the students in the classroom, as not all students were familiar with all technologies.

Outcome for practitioners 

As three tasks were completed in both partnerships the teachers benefitted with means of electronic delivery and resources which they will use with future cohorts as both teachers found them very purposeful. During the deployment of a Hospitality task, the mentor decided on working on a live collaborative document with the class on laptops within a kitchen environment which had not been done before. Anthony was quite impressed on how smooth the task underwent, he felt he could facilitate better which enhanced communication with the students as well as students being able to access their work out of College hours as the file were hosted on Office 365. 



Impact on the quality of their teaching, learning and assessment 

The mentors have had great impact on TLA within these sessions as they have been identified to increase student activity and have shown students to be further engaged with the tasks. The technologies that were used within the project have certainly aided the quality as students were enthusiastic and interested with the learning technologies used.

Impact from this intervention

Both Vicky and Anthony benefitted from improving their skillset with various technologies, there was a significant improvement with Anthony in feeling more confident is using Microsoft Excel for such a task as he would not have thought of using this type of technology for any tasks as it was not part of his ‘toolkit’ and the mentor provided him with this opportunity of exploring further. Anthony and Vicky also felt more confident in using online collaborative documents whereas previously they were quite apprehensive of how online files automatically save. 

When Callum and Jordan were approached by their teachers to be part of the project they were quite timid in generating ideas or conversation when meeting, however, after training was provided, and after further technologies were explored the students gained confidence in displaying what they thought was best practice from the students perspective and the types of activities they would have liked to see and be part of in the classroom. Throughout the journey although it was quite short it was clear they gained confidence and if there were more time to work together this partnership would have thrived further.

What recommendations would you make for future implementation? 

As the restriction of time was a major factor within the project, we would recommend lengthening the timescale overall to allow contingency for time off sick by staff or students. Jordan was on sick leave for a week and Callum is a carer for his grandparents and had to leave College early on a number of occasions.  Also, both students found that they did not have enough time to explore and experiment with technologies which enable them to further find the best technology to fit the tasks.  Teachers timetabled hours meant they had little room to find free time to work with students, which would have allowed staff and students to work more effectively including more training for students to grasp further comprehensive technologies to implement technology for a whole topic by working with lesson plans rather than a small task.

Once a clear project scope, guidelines and deliverables are received, creating a project plan at the beginning of the project and working with each other to find times suitable for all stakeholders would be of great benefit. Including key dates for meetings, training, creating deadlines, setting time aside for exploring and experimenting within a classroom environment which would allow all involved to be organised and help prepare themselves and to also aid the confidence levels of students of all abilities. 
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